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NOTE OF TRANSMITTAL
The SEASAT Economic Assessment was performed for the
Special Programs Division, Office of Applications, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, under contract NASW-2558.
The work described in this report began in February 1974 and
was completed in August 1975.
The economic'.studies were performed by a team con-`
sisting of Battelle Memorial Institute; 	 the Canada Centre for
Remote Sensing; ECON,	 inc.;	 the Jet Propulsion Laboratory;
	
and
Ocean Data Systems,	 Inc.	 ECON,	 Inc.	 was responsible for the
planning and management of the economic studies and for the de-




The SATIL 2 program has been developed to assist with
the programmatic evaluation of alternative approaches to estab-
lishing and maintaining a specified mix of operational sensors
on spacecraft in an operational SEASAT system.
	
The program en-
ables the assessment of the effects of operational requirements -3
and reliability
	
(spacecraft buses,	 sensors,	 and transportation
systems)	 on the time phased costs of alternative approaches.j The SATIL 2 program is specifically designed to allow for the t
explicit consideration of reliability and cost uncertainties.
In order to perform this evaluation, 	 the launch systems and
spacecraft
	 (buses and sensors)	 are considered in detail from t	 '`'
the points of view of the major sub-systems reliability and
costs.	 All costs are treated as uncertainty variables where
ranges of possible values are considered as well as subjective
estimates pertaining to the form of the uncertainty (the proba-
bility distribution)	 within the range.	 As a result,	 the program
develops a set of probability distributions associated with costs
and events	 (i.e.,	 number of	 launch attempts,	 etc.)	 as functions
of time and the probability distribution of the present value 1
of	 total recurring costs.	 All of the results are based upon an
optimization of the mix of sensors,	 spacecraft buses,	 and trans-
portation systems and launch schedules in order to meet the sen-
sor demand function.
Although the SATIL 2 program, was developed to assist
in the evaluation of the costs of operational SEASAT system
alternatives, the program is general and can be used for the
i> evaluation of the costs of any proposed geocentric satellite a
;. system.
The SEASAT Users Working Group	 (now Ocean Dynamics
Subcommittee) 	 chaired by Dr.	 John A,pel of the National Oceano-
graphic and Atmospheric Administration, 	 served as a valuable
' source of	 information and a forum for the review of these studies.
Mr. S.W. McCandless, the SEASAT Program Manager, coordinated the
1 activities of the many organizations that participated in these
studies into the effective team that obtained the results de-
scribed in this report.
The SATIL 2 mathematical model, its structure, and
computational procedures were developed by Joel S. Greenberg
who also authored this report. B.P. Miller assisted in the
formulation of the problem and the structuring of the model.
Programming was performed by Michael Silverman and Philip Abram
implemented the linear programming algorithm.
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1. OVERVIEW OF THE ASSESSMENT
This report, consisting of ten volumes, repre-
sents the results of the SEASAT Economic Assessment, as
completed through August 31, 1975. The individual volumes
in this report are:
Volume	 I - Summary and Conclusions




Volume III - Offshore Oil and Natural Gas Industry
Case Study and Generalization




V - Coastal Zones - Case Study and Generali-	 s
zation
	
1	 Volume	 VI - Arctic Operations - Case Study and
Generalization
Volume VII - Marine Transportation - Case Study and
Generalization
Volume-VIII - Ocean Fishing - Case Study and Generali-
zation
Volume	 Idv	 Ports and Harbors - Case Study and Gan-
	
1	 eralization
Volume	 Y = A.Program for the Evaluation of Opera-
`	 tional SEASAT System Costs.
'
	
	 Each volume is self-contained and fully documents
the results in the study area corresponding to the title.
Table 1.1 describes the content of each volume to aid readers
in the selection of material that is of specific interest.
The SEASAT Economic Assessment began during Fis-
cal Year 1975. The objectives of the preliminary economic
assessment, conducted during Fiscal Year 1975, were to identi-
fy the uses and users of the data that could be produced by
an operational SEASAT system and to provide preliminary esti-

































4data 	 The preliminary economic assessment identified large
potential benefits from the use of SEASAT-produced data in the
areas of Arctic operations, marine transportation, and offshore
oil and natural gas exploration and development.
During Fiscal Year 1976, the effort was directed to-
ward the confirmation of the benefit estimates in the three
previously identified major areas of use of SEASAT data, as
-i	 well as the estimation of benefits in additional application
I
areas. The confirmation of the benefit estimates in the three
I	 major areas of application was accomplished by increasing both
the extent of user involvement and the depth of each of the
studies. Upon completion of this process of estimation, we have
concluded that substantial, firm benefits from the use of oper-
ational SEASAT data can be obtained in areas that are extensions
of current operations such as marine transportation and offshore
i
oil and natural'gas exploration and development. Very _large
potential benefits from the use of SEASAT data are possible in
an area of operations that is now in the planning or conceptual
stage, namely the transportation of oil, natural gas, and other
I	 resources by surface ship in the Arctic regions. In thiscase,
the benefits are dependent upon the rate ofdevelopment of the
resources that -are believed, to be in the Arctic regions, and
also dependent upon the choice of surface transportation over
pipelines as the meansof moving these resources to the lower`
I	 ^:
^'	 b
SEASAT Economic Assessment, ECON, Inc., October '1974.
I
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5latitudes. Our studies have also identified that larg,
potential benefits may be possible from the use of SEASAT
data in support of ocean fishing operations. However, in
this case, the size of the sustainable yield of the ocean
remains an unanswered question; thus, a conservative view-
point concerning the size of the benefit should be adopted
until the process of biological replenishment is more
completely understood.
With the completion of this second year of the
SEASAT Economic Assessment, we conclude that the cumulative
gross benefits that may be obtained through the use of data
from an operational SEASAT system, to provide improved ocean
condition and weather forecasts is in the range of $859
million to $2,709 million ($1975 at a 10 percent discount
rate) from civilian activities. These are gross benefits
that are attributable exclusively to the use of SEASAT data
products and do not include potential benefits from other
possible sources of weather and ocean forecasting that may
occur in the same period of time. The economic benefits
to U.S. military activities from an operational SEASAT sys-
tem are not included in these estimates. A separate study
of U.S.- Navy applications has been conducted underthe
sponsorship of the Navy Environmental Remote Sensing Coor-
dinating and Advisory Committee. The purpose of this Navy
study was to determine the stringency of satellite oceano-





military mission effectiveness in areas where benefits are
known to exist.*	 It is currently planned that the Navy
will use SEASAT-A data to quantify benefits in military,
applications areas.	 A one-time military benefit of approx-
imately $30 million will be obtained by SEASAT-A, by pro-
viding a measurement capability in support of the Depart-
ment of Defense Mapping, Charting and Geodesy Program.
Preliminary estimates have been mare of the costs
of an operational SEASAT program that would be capable of
producing the data needed to obtain these benefits.
	 The
hypothetical operational program used to model the costs of
an operational SEASAT system includes SEASAT-A, 	 followed by
a number of developmental and operational .demonstration
fli g hts, with full operational capability commencing in
1985.	 The cost of the operational SEASAT system through
2000 is estimated to be about $753 million 	 ($1975,	 0 per-
cent discount rate)	 which is the equivalent of $272 million
($'1975)	 at a 10 percent discount rate. 	 It should be noted
that this cost does not include the costs of the program's
unique ground data handling equipment needed to process,
disseminate or utilize the information produced from SEASAT
data._	 Figures	 1.1 and 1.2	 illustrate the net cumulative
SEASAT exclusive benefit stream 	 (benefits less costs)
	 as a
"Specifications of Stringency of Satellite .Oceano-
graphic Measurements for Improvement of Navy Mission
Effectiveness."
	 (Draft Report_.)	 Navy _Remote Sensing -
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Inset:	 See Figure 1.2
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The evaluation and comparison of alternatives which
are based upon technologies in various stages of research,
development, design, and use should take into accou. n.t not only
expected cash flows and present values, but should also take
into account the associated levels of risk. Risk may be
characterized as the probability that pertinent evaluation
measures exceed specified values. Major contributors to risk
are system unreliability, performance uncertainties,	 and cost
j
uncertainties.	 Because of the normally complex interactions
between performance,	 reliability,	 and cost,	 it is desirable
to consider these	 factors simultaneously when establishing
i
the probability distributions of measures such as annual cash
flows and present value of cash flow.
' This report is concerned with the documentation of
i
the SATIL 2 program which computes the probability distribu-
tions of events	 (i.e.,	 number of	 launch attempts, number of
F
spacecraft purchased, etc.) ,	 annual recurring cost, 	 and
jpresent value of recurringcos-t. 	 This	 is accomplished for
' the specific mission of placing a mix of sensors in orbit in
an optimal	 fashion in order to satisfy a specified sensor
l	
' demand function.	 The optimization is based upon selecting r
I
the mix of spacecraft buses	 (the platform consisting of the ?°
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sensors	 are mounted),	 sensors and launch schedule which mini-
mizes the present value of satisfying the specified sensor
demand	 (as a function of time) 	 requirements.	 The SATIL 2
program models	 the interactive effects of reliability,
i performance, and cost.
This report consists of a brief overview of 'the 1,
methodology for evaluating alternatives' which explicitly
takes into account reliability and cost uncertainties and
develops quantitative risk measures.	 The methodology makes
-	 possible the comparison of alternatives with the explicit
consideration of risk.	 The methodology also allows an
economic value to be.established for changes in requirements
and/or capabilities.	 For example,	 the economic value of
subsystem reliability improvements can be assessed and can
be of considerable importance when making reliability
`	 g
allocations.
SATIL 2	 is intended to work with a data set which
^.`'.describes the operational SEASAT system requirements and
alternatives.	 Because of time	 constraints,	 it was not
G,
possible to develop , a SEASAT data set during this phase of
the work.	 The development of a SEASAT data set and the use
of SATLL 2	 to evaluate the costs of operational SEASAT
alternatives is planned for a subsequent effort during
FY-1976.-	 However,	 to det«onstrate the methodology and the




of unreliability are considered for a hypothetical space
mission requiring the emplacement and maintenance 	 (for an
extended period of time)	 of a system of earth observation
sensors in geocentric orbits.	 The demand for sensors may be
jj
satisfied by utilizing different spacecraft types, 	 each with
L a different mix of on-board sensors and each requiring a
i'
different transportation system capability.
	
The objective F"
is	 to select that mix of spacecraft and launch schedule which
provides at least the desired sensor demand and which mini-
mizes the present value of the costs.	 Reliability plays an
y
important role in this analysis since the number of sensors
which must be placed in orbit each year depends upon those
_ which were placed in orbit in previous years and are no
longer operational.
	
The hypothetical example illustrates an
assessment of the effects of operational requirements, per-
. formance capability, 	 and reliability	 (spacecraft support
! subsystems,	 sensors,	 and all pertinent operational aspects
_
l	 i
of the transportation systems) on the time phased costs of
( alternative approaches.	 It also illustrates how the 	 impact;;
of	 technology improvements,	 reliability variation,	 and their
combined effects can be evaluated by considering the present`
value probability distributions.'
The value of reliability, improvement and/or tech-
nology improvements canbe established as the change in the
present value of recurring_ costs with and without the
1 y`
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improvements. The value of risk reduction through both
reliability improvements and operational capability is also
discussed.
2.1	 Uncertainty, Risk, and Decision Making
A typical problem confronting decision makers is to
determine	 the	 cost,	 present value,	 etc.,	 of alternative ways
of satisfying a mission requirement and,
	 thence,
	 to select
that alternative which minimizes a performance measure such
as	 total cost, present value,	 etc.	 Since,
	
in the aerospace
industry,	 the decision is usually concerned with selecting an
alternative from among a set of alternatives which utilize
different technologies, 	 are in various stages of planning,
research,	 design and development,





risk exists.	 The comparison and selec-
tion of the various alternatives should consider the different
levels of risk.
	 The addition of the risk dimension is
_illustrated in Figure 2.1 and implies the	 consideration of
reliability and cost and performance uncertainties.
The economic analysis of space programs involves
- cash flow patterns that occur over several	 (n)	 years; thus,
it	 is desirable, to present the results of economic analyses
(which combine the interactive effects of performance, 	 cost,
and mission requirements) 	 in terms of the present value of
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' account the magnitude and the timing of the cash flow patterns,
is defined as the summation of future annual costs discounted








where PV=present value of cost,
	 C i =cost in the ith year,	 and
r=discount rate
	 (%)	 or cost of
	 capital.
The costs entering into the above equation,
	 however, " -3
are not deterministic quantities.
	 Variations in the yearly
costs,	 C i f	 occur because of the uncertainties in predicting
future item
	 (or per event)
	 costs and due to the uncertainty P
both in the number of events necessary to perform the desiredl
program and the time of occurrence of these event's.
	 Thus,
the present value of costs must also be characterized by a
probability distribution.
	 The probability of present value
exceeding a specified level is the area under the probability
. density curve for all values greater than the specified
7sj
`T
level and is henceforth referred to as
	 a risk profile.
Typical risk profiles of present value are shown in Figure 2.2
- where the probability or chance, p, of exceeding the various
levels of present value, PV,	 is	 indicated.	 In general,
	 the
steeper the curve,	 the lower the risk	 (or variability).
	 When
comparing alternatives,




expected or most likely present values.
	 It is equally impor-
tant to also	 compare risk	 levels	 [1-4].*
Figure 2.2 illustrates the risk profiles of present
value for two hypothetical alternatives, A and B.
	 It should
be noted that the expected, median
	 (p=0.5),	 or most likely
present values of the two alternatives are equal.
	 A decision
maker performing a traditional analysis usually evaluates only
the most likely present value.
	 To this uninformed decision

























Figure 2.2 `'Risk Profile of Present Value
Numbers in brackets refer to references.
Since present value probability distributions generally
tend to be normal,	 the expected, median,	 and most likely







In the certainty situation, it is
L	
generally desir-
able to select the alternative which yields the minimum
present value of costs when all alternatives are evaluated
on an equal capability basis. When present values are equal,
the choice is immaterial. The selection process becomes more
difficult when uncertainties are considered; tradeoffs must be
made between alternatives possessing different expected pre-
sent values and associated levels of 'risk. When the risk
dimension is available, Alternatives A and B are found to be
quite different. The risk associated with Alternative A is
greater than that of Alternative B. Thus, a conservative
decision maker 	 normally select Alternative B, provided
that other unqu,antified pressures to select Alternative A do
not exist.
Generally, one can identify many alternatives that
must be compared for selection of the best one. The problems
of comparison are eased somewhat by the fact that the proba-
bility distributions of the present value of costs are usually
very nearly normal. Thus, the distributions can be fully
characterized by their mean, `m, and standard deviation, Q, and
a
i
Equal capability is defined as providing the same level
of service.




each alternative can be represented by a point on the m-6
plane.
	
An example is illustrated in Figure 	 2.3.	 Here,
Alternatives	 1 and 2 have	 the same level of 	 risk	 (i.e.,
CF
l Q 2 ),	 but the expected PV of the cost of Alternative 2 	 is
greater than that of Alternative 1.	 Therefore, Alternative 1
is preferable to Alternative 2.	 In a similar manner,	 it can
be argued that Alternative 	 3 is preferable to Alternative 4.
Also in a similar manner, Alternative 3 is preferable to
Alternative	 1,	 since both have the same expected PV, 	 but

























Figure 2.3	 General Problem of Decision Making
Under Uncertainty
This assumes a rational risk averse decision maker.
1
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with all alternatives being considered. In the limit, it can
be seen that a frontier of "best" alternatives can be estab-
lished. Each of the points or alternatives represented by the
frontier are different in the respect that the risk and ex-
pected PV are different. The class of best alternatives has
thus been obtained and the "best" alternative can then be
selected based on the decision maker's risk judgment. That
is, the decision maker must decide what the tradeoff is be-
tween a reduction in expected PV of cost and an accompanying
increase in risk.
The risk judgment may be purely intuitive or it may
be based on a quantified utility function [5,6] 	 In each case,
the tradeoff between expected rewards and risk is made explic-
itly clear to the decision maker.
It is clear from Figure 2.3 that the economic value
I
of pursuing Alternative 1 relative to Alternative 2 is m2-ml
and Alternative 3 relative to Alternative 4 is m4 M 3* Thus,
one could afford to spend up to an additional amount m 2 -m 1 on
non-recurring costs in order to achieve Alternative 1 and
still be better off than with Alternative 2. Considering
Alternatives l and 3-with equal expected present value of
costs, the value of Alternative -3 relative to Alternative 1
is clearly associated with risk reduction and can be assessed
either intuitively or by developing utility functions. Again,
20 J
one can afford to spend an additional amount of up to this




The following paragraphs are concerned with the
methodology incorporated into the SATIL 2 program for estab-
lishing the annual cost probability distributions in terms of
reliability and cost uncertainties and establishing the PV
probability distribution.
2.2	 The SATIL	 2 Methodology	 (Overview)
I — f	 a
Because of the complex interactions of performance,
reliability and cost,	 the methodology	 [7,8,91	 for evaluating
the annual cost and present value probability distributions
is based, upon Monte Carlo simulation modeling techniques 	 [10].
Specifically,	 a simulation model has been developed to assist
with the programmatic evaluation of alternative approaches to
establishing and maintaining a specified desired mix of
operational sensors on spacecraft in geocentric orbits.	 The j




sensors,	 and transportation systems) 	 on the time phased costs
of alternative approaches to satisfying mission requirements.
The program is specifically desi.gned to 	 allow for the explicit
consideration of reliability	 and cost uncertainties.	 In, order
to perform this evaluation,	 the	 launch systems and spacecraft
t
21
(support systems and sensors) are considered in detail from
the points of view of reliability and cost. All costs are
treated as uncertainty variables where ranges of possible
values are considered as well as subjective estimates pertain-
C in	 to the	 form of the uncertainty	 (the	 robabilit	 distribu-g	 Y	 P	 Y
tion)	 within the range.	 The input to the program consists
primarily of a set of numbers which describes the demand for
I
various operational sensors 	 in orbit as a function of time,
the mix of 'sensors available per spacecraft type, the trans-
portation system to be used for each spacecraft type as 'a
a:
function of time,	 spacecraft subsystem,	 sensor and transpor-
tation system reliability,	 spacecraft and transportation
system costs including explicit quantitative uncertainty
assessments and cost learning rates,
	
The output from the
simulation program consists of a set of probability distri-
butions associated with costs 	 and events	 (i.e., number of
launch attempts,
	
etc.)	 as -functions of time and the proba-





uncertainty and risk assessment
capability embodied in the simulation model allows for:
The group of support systems is	 frequently referred







e the specification of the mix of operational
sensors required in geocentric orbits as a
function of time;
0 the consideration of multiple spacecraft which
are defined in terms of the reliability of
the major support subsystems, the mix of on-
board sensors and their reliability and
spacecraft	 cost;
• the consideration of spacecraft subsystem and
sensor failure models which allow for both
random and wearout failures;
• the specification and consideration of multiple
transportation systems which may consist of
current or new expendables or the space shuttle.
The transportation systems may also include 	 (as
necessary)	 orbit-to-orbit shuttles or propulsion
f
modules	 (for example,	 Agena,	 Centuar,	 Space	 Tug,
etc.).	 The propulsion modules may be expendable
or reusable and may be used for placing space-
craft in orbit and retrieving spacecraft which
` fail and require replacement.
	
The specification








• the specification of transportation systems to
be utilized for placing different spacecraft
into orbit as a function of time.
	 Changing'
the specification of transportation system-
spacecraft assignment as a function of time
r`
allows performance	 cap-ability	 (such as
R
allowable mission modes and reliability)
and cost variations to be considered;
i
• the explicit consideration of multiple time
periods,	 thus allowing for annual costs
to be established;
• the consideration of cost learning curves
and





taking into account the
required number of sensors as a function of time, ,number
a
of operational sensors	 in orbit	 (as determined from space-
craft
	
subsystem and sensor reliability characteristics) 	 and
spacecraft andlaunch costs,	 determines a near-optimal mix
of spacecraft launches as a function of time.	 Since the
simulation is based upon Monte Carlo techniques, 	 it is
possible to establish the probability distributions of
pertinent performance measures which allows alternatives







performance measures and the chance of variation
	 (i.e.,
	 the





simulation model establishes the probability distributions of:
• pertinent quantities by year
	 (for example,
number of haunch attempts, number of space- +:'
craft required, number of propulsion
modules required, number of propulsion
module	 refurbishments,
	 etc.) ;
e__launch,	 spac-ecraft,	 and total	 costsby space-
craft type and by year and
• present value of recurring costs.
The basic structure of the simulation model is
illustrated in Figure 2.4 and is typical of that required to
evaluate service-type	 of missions.	 The overall simulation
model consists of a number of submodels, namely a,Unit Cost
Model,	 Sensor/Spacecraft Reliability Model,	 Demand/Scheduling
Model, Operational Analysis Model, and an Annual Cost Model.
Each of these- are described briefly below.
Unit Cost Model:	 The Unit Cost Model establishes .
the cost associated with each of the cost incurring events.
Those missions requiring an establishment and main-
tenence of service
	 (for example,	 remote sensing of
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2.4	 Basic Structure of The SATIL 2 Simulation
Model
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That is,	 it establishes the initial
	 cost per launch, propul-
sion module refurbishment,
	 spacecraft bus purchase,	 etc.	 The
costs are established .once
	 for each Monte Carlo simulation run
and are basically first unit costs.
	 Future costs take into
account learning effects and are discussed in the Annual Cost
Model.
Recurring cost uncertainties arise from the diffi-
culties of predicting the cost of producing an item before it
has been designed.' An overall economic analysis must be
concerned with these uncertainties.
	 The problem is how to
y
quantify uncertainty.
	 This requires that informed estimates s
y
be made of the ranges of uncertainty of key cost variables
and: their probability distributions within the range.
	
The
estimates of uncertainty might be made,
	 for example',
	 at the .;
r
CER (cost estimating relationship)
	 level or	 they might be
made at the unit cost level.
	 The uncertainty assessments
_f
(4,111	 can be made by individuals with the assistance of an
experienced analyst or they can be made by an experienced
5i
group of analysts using .
 Delphi-type techniques.	 The	 estimates
are very subjective in nature and quantitatively express the
attitudes	 regarding the uncertainties. 	 The estimates reflect
past experience with similar efforts, problems which have
been encountered in the past,
	 insights into problem areas
which might develop,	 etc.
iji
2 
A methodology for establishing the shape of the cost
certainty profiles is illustrated in Figure 2..5 and has,been
employed in many previous risk analyses. The first step is
to establish the ranee of unit cast uncertainty based on
knowledgeable persons assessing what can go right and what
can go wrong. The range is ,then divided into five equal
intervals and a relative ranking of the likelihood of the
cost variable falling into each of the intervals is performed.
The general shape (skewed left, skewed right, central, etc.)
of the uncertainty profile is thus established.
	 The next
step is to establish relative values of the chance of falling
into each of the intervals.	 For example,	 in the	 illustration,
the chance of falling into the first interval is estimated
to be half as likely as	 falling into the second interval,
This is repeated for each interval relative to the previously
considered interval.
	 The	 last step is to solve the illus-
trated equation for the quantitative values by substituting
the data from the previous step.
In order to simplify this procedure,	 a large number
of typical uncertainty profiles are stored in the compute-r.
The evaluator; may thus simply specify the range of uncertainty
(minimum and maximum values) 	 and the name of the .uncertainty
profile which reasonably represents his feelings. 	 If none
of the stored,profi'les -is suitable,	 then the previously





c) Establish Relative Values
P + P + P + P + Pl	 2	 3	 4	 5	 1
By Substitut.ing from (c) Solve for P Values
6.5%
26%	 51%	 13	 3 .,5
r	 1000	 2000'
t	 d) Establish Quantitative Values
i
E




The Unit Cost Model is based upon the above method-
ology. The Unit Cost Model employs minimum and maximum cost
.estimates and the associated uncertainty profiles (probability
distributions,) and random sampling techniques to determine the
unit costs which are to be used for each of the Monte Carlo
simulation runs.
Sensor/Spacecraft Reliability Model:	 The purpose of
the Sensor/Spacecraft Reliability Model is to determine, based
upon estimated failure characteristics, 	 which of the pre-
viously-launched sensors are still operational in the time
frame being considered.
A service mission typically consists of two phases,
namely the establishment of 'a desired level of service and the
maintenance of that level of service. 	 The establishment of
I the service is	 concerned with success-fully placing a number
of sensors in orbit over a period of time as determined by
service needs.-	 If it is assumed that both the need and the
capability of the spacecraft are known,	 it follows that the '.
number of spacecraft required to establish the service is
deterministic.	 The maintenance of the service is concerned
with maintaining the desired number of operational sensors in
service.	 As	 a result of	 less-than-perfect reliability and
variability associated with wearout phenomena, 	 such as
attitude control gas depletion,	 failures will occur in a
random manner with the result that the traffic associated
r30
with the maintenance of the service will be known only in a
probabilistic sense.	 The probabilistic nature of the traffic
due to spacecraft failures and replacements adds an important
degree of uncertainty and risk to the service mission.	 Lt
is,	 therefore,	 necessary to consider the impact of reliability
on the overall mission.
Spacecraft failures occur as the result of four
causes:	 improper design or manufacture generally due to an
incomplete understanding of all related physical principles,
imperfect quality control during manufacture, 	 uncertainties
in the environment during storage, 	 transportation and oper-
ation, and because of design and technology limitations
generally associated with lifetime.
	
These failure causes
generally manifest themselves in three different types- of
failures:	 early,	 chance,	 and wearout.	 In this paper,	 early
z
spacecraft failures are considered in the Operational Analysis
Model.	 Their consequences are dependent upon the Space
Transportation System and the operational modes.
The general failure model	 [8]	 utilized in this
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This expresses the combined effects of the random and wearout
phenomena as the probability of surviving through the n th time
period	 (years)	 and a	 is the failure rate
	 (failures/year)	 or




the mean or expected wearout Life
	 (years)	 and 6f is the
standard deviation of wearout life
	 (years).	 The probability
of a failure in time period n, F(n),
	 given success to the








The failure characteristics can be modeled by esti-
mating,	 based on current design and/or past experience, the
anticipated MTBF	 (1/X)	 for the random failures and the expec-
ted wearout	 life and the standard deviation of wearout life.''
Although this failure model is a very simple one,	 it serves
to	 illustrate the way in which reliabilities enter into the i
economic analysis.	 More detailed reliability models could r
be	 developed as necessary.
The Sensor/Spacecraft Reliability Model considers
the reliability of each of the sensors and each of the space-
z,
e<
craft support subsystems individually keeping track of when
each is placed, into orbit and determines by sampling tech-
niques when each fails.	 Sensors
	 are considered to be	 inde-
pendent of each other,, whereas sensor operation is dependent




Demand/Scheduling Model: The purpose of this Model
i is to determine which spacecraft and sensor mix should be
j	 launched each year taking into consideration the number and
type of operational sensors at the start of each year and
future sensor demand and unit costs. The objective is to
minimize the present value of recurring cos y` : by selecting the
optimum mix of spacecraft buses, sensors, and launch systems
and schedule such that the demand for sensors is always satis-
fied even though sensors placed in orbit in previous years
may no longer be operational. The problem is complicated by
the fact that it is assumed that several different spacecraft
s
buses (group of support subsystems) are available which are
capable of supporting different mixes of sensors.
The optimum solution can be obtained using an
T_
integer programming algorithm. However, because the Demand/
Scheduling Model is contained within a Monte Carlo loop, a
linear programming algorithm, with its increased computational	 t`
speed, has been utilized to find a very near optimum solution.





NOk,n +	 SXj^k x	 NAi'j 3 NDi/k
j=1	 i=n
for each i such that n,<i,<N and 1<k<K, where
n = start of the	 time horizon	 (years),
N = number of time periods	 (years)	 to be
considered,
PVF. present value factor applicable to thei I 	 timeperiod,
r
J = maximum number of spacecraft bus types,
SC. =	 costt, 	 ($)	 of	 the	 j th	 spacecraft	 (bus
I
I
x13 plus	 sensors)	 in	 the	 i th year,
j LC. =	 cost	 ($)	 of launching the	 j th spacecraft
j
113 in the ith year
1 K = maximum number of sensor t ype s,
j
^f NOk^n = number of sensors of type k operational
at the end of	 the n	 •	 year,
SX.7 , k
th
sensor types available on the ji
spacecraft	 (^ or 1) ,
= number of sensors of type k requiredNDl ,k
to be operational in the	 i th year.
The above quantities are provided to the Demand/
Scheduling Model which thence determines NA, ,j ,	 the number
of	 spacecraft of type j	 to be placed successfully in orbit
a
in the i th year. NA.	 thence serves as a primary input to







The	 function of the
Operational Analysis Model [9]
	
is	 the quantification of the
probability distributions of the numbers of recurring cost-
associated events required to establish and maintain the r'.
desired level of service 	 (as determined by the Demand/Sched-
uling Model,
	 i.e.,	 the value of NA.	 ).	 These events may N
include the number of spacecraft purchased, the number of
launches,	 the number of spacecraft retrievals or refurbish-
ments,	 and so on.
	
Each of these events has associated with
it a cost that,
	
at least in the planning phase,	 includes
some uncertainty.;
. Operational analysis explicitly considers the
possibility of failures in the space transportation systems,
the chance of these failures occurring, 	 and the consequences
if the failures do indeed occur.	 More specifically,	 the
analysis considers	 (1)	 the	 sequence, and complexitynumber,
of operations	 to be performed,	 (2)	 the recovery modes,	 that
is,	 given that-a failure has occurred, 	 the possible resulting
sequences of events, 	 and	 (3)	 the probability of successfully
performing each of the required operations, both in the -
success	 and failure recovery sequences.
The Operational Analysis Model is based upon a
generalized mission scenario. 	 The mission scenario is defined «,:




PEPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ,





{ desired level of detail) 	 that can occur from start to comple-
tion of a mission.	 The success-oriented path through the
I
mission scenario is the mission profile. 	 A typical mission
profile based upon the Space Shuttle-Tug Transportation System
r






	 the general sense,
this represents a multi-stage 'launch system.	 As will be dis-
cussed in following paragraphs, 	 the multi-stage launch system
may consist of various combinations of recoverable and re-
usable and/or expendable stages. 	 This is possible by providing,
i appropriate values	 for the various recovery probabilities-.
The mission scenario includes both the success-oriented paths
I
and all of the pertinent failure recovery paths as well. 	 The
mission scenario can be depicted as a series of nodes con-
nected by branches.	 Each node is a decision point representing
a group of events.	 Emanating from each node are branches for
j the	 success and failure recovery paths. 	 The probability of
'I
departing the node on one branch or another depends upon the
probability of success	 (or failure)	 of the events represented
by the node.	 The failure recovery paths must ultimately pro-
vide
	
a route to mission completion	 (i.e., placing NA i,	space-i
craft successfully into orbit).	 This mission scenario is
j illustrated in Figure 2.7 as	 a logic flow diagram where the
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Figure 2.7 Space Shuttle - Space Tug Space-
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mission scenario is based upon the Space Shuttle - Space Tug
spacecraft placement mission. The reason for this is that
a large class of space transportation systems and associated
scenarios form a subset of that shown in Figure 2.7,' For
example, the scenario for an expendable launch system is
achieved simply by setting all of the appropriate probabi-
lities	 (for example, probability of orbiter 	 (upper stage)
recovery)	 to zero_
The Operational Analysis Model ostabliahes	 the
probability distributions of the number of events which 'occur
as	 a result of the requirement to place NA
successfully in orbit.	 This is accomplished through the use
of Monte Carlo techniques and the associated random sampling
to determine which of the branches are to be followed at each
of the nodes.
Annual Cost Model:	 The purpose of the Annual Cost
Model is to establish the probability distribution of the
annual recurring cost associated with the service-type of
mission.	 The annual cost is established as	 the sum of the
various unit	 costs multiplied by the associated number of
events.	 The	 unit costs are adjusted individually on an
annual basis	 to allow for learning effects as follows:
C.	 = uC x is
a =
	
-1	 +	 (log	 CAL-1.6991/.301
39j
where C i is the cost in the i th year based upon a first unit
cost of UC. a, is the learning exponent and CAL is the cumu-
lative average learning rate ( ). When CAL=1^^, there is no
learning. When CAL=8^, the cost is reduced to 8^% of its
value every time the number of years doubles,
The unit costs are the result of sampling of the
unit cost uncertainty profiles and ranges of uncertainty and
j	 the number of events is the result of the operational analysis
simulation	 By repeating the process a large number of times,
the annual cost probability distributions are established.
The final step, after all time periods have been
considered, is the establishment of the present value proba-
bility distribution and the expected value and standard
deviation of PV.
2.3	 An Application Example
To illustrate the use of the SATIL 2 program and to
demonstrate typical results obtained from the explicit con- 3
sideration of reliability and cost uncertainties, a typical,	 r
Ij	 though hypothetical, service mission is considered over a ten-
year time period. It should be noted that this mission is
i
*
Cosa uncertainties have not been considered in the re-
sults shown so that the impact of reliability consider-
ations can be clearly seen.
f.
operational SEASAT program. 	 It is planned that the data set
needed for the analysis of operational SEASAT alternatives
will be compiled jointly by NASA,
	 JPL,	 and ECON during FY-1976.
Estimates of costs using the SEASAT data set and the SATIL 2"
program will be prepared during FY-1976.
The basic mission is described by the sensor demand 1z
function given in Table 2.1, where the assumed demand for five
different sensors in geocentric orbits is illustrated for a
10-year period.	 Table 2.2 illustrates the
	 assumed sensor/
spacecraft mix based upon four spacecraft types.
	 Spacecraft 1
,a
can accomodate Sensors 	 1 and 2,	 Spacecraft 2
	 can accommodate
Sensors 2 and 3,
	 and so forth.
	 The assumed reliability param-
eters are mean-time to failure,
	 expected wearout
	 life,	 and
standard deviation of wearout life.
A- typical specification of launch systems technology
is	 illustrated in Table
	 2.4,	 where the probability of success
of performing major operations is shown for five launch tech-
nologies.	 These technology specifications are representative




Upper Stage,	 Space Shuttle and Improved Interim Upper Stage, ;r
and Space Shuttle and Reusable Space Tug Transportation
Systems, respectively.	 Table	 2.5 describes the applicability
of	 these launch technologies to placing each of the four
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Table 2.1 Assumed Sen.s.or Demand
Sensor Year
1 2 3 4	 5 6 7	 8 9 1Q1
1 1 1 2 2	 3 3 3	 3 3 3
2 1 1 2 2	 3 3 3	 3 3 3
3 ! '0 1 1	 2 2 2	 2 2 2
4 '0 '0 1	 2 2 2	 2 2 2
5 '0 1 2 2	 2 2 2
Table	 2.2	 Sensor/Spacecraft Mix
Spacecraft
Sensor












1	 2	 3	 4 5
Mean Time to Failure
EExpected_Wearout Life


















Table 2.4	 Reliability Specifications of Launch Technology
Launch Technology*
1 2 3 4 5Probability of Success for
Booster burn .95 .95 1.0 1.0 1.7
Booster recovery given success .5
Booster recovery given failure .¢ .p
orbiter achieves low earth orbit .95 .95 1.0 1.0 1.0
Orbiter recovery given abort to orbit .¢ .pl l..0 1.9d 1_0
Orbiter recovery given booster failure
.9F .0 1.91 1.¢	 _ 1.0
Orbiter recovery from low earth orbit .¢ .0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Upper	 stage	 (i.e.,	 space
	 tug)	 checks
out successfully in low earth orbit 1.0 1.0 .95- .95 .95
Upper stage transfers to s/c placement
orbit .95 .92 .95 ,q5 .95
Upper stage transfers from terminal
orbit to low earth orbit and rendez-
vous with orbiter .$ .0 .. .9 .95
Upper stage reacquiring s/c which does
does check-out in terminal orbit .9
s/c type
1	 2 4 4
s/c	 checks-out in terminal orbit .95	 .9 1.0 1.0
E
obabilities of 1.0 imply greater than 0.99 chance of success_
r
Table
	 2.5 Launch Technology Applicable per Spacecraft
Time	 (years)
1 2	 3	 4 5	 6	 7 8	 !9' 10Spacecraft
3 3	 3	 4 ,4	 5 5
2 2 2	 2	 3 3	 3	 4 4	 5 5
3 2 2	 2	 3 3	 3	 4 4	 5 5
4 2 2	 2	 3 3	 3	 4 4	 5 5
Table	 2.6	 Cost Estimates*	 (.$millions)
Sensor -
	Cost Launch	 Cost Bus	 :Cost
($M) Technology	 ($ 1M) ($M)
1	 15 1	 l'O 1	 is
2	 7 2	 15 2	 30
3	 7 3	 17
4	 5 4	 15
5	 40 5	 15
Costs assumed known with certainty
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it is assumed that Spacecraft 1 will be placed in orbit by the
Thor-Delta during the first three years, by the Space Shuttle
and Interim Upper Stage during the next three years, etc.
Table 2.6 illustrates the assumed costs for sensors,





all of these costs to be treated as uncertainty variables
(ranges plus probability distributions). However, since
emphasis is being placed upon the effects of unreliability,
all costs have been assumed to be known with certainty (i.e.,
single values).
The Mathematical Model_ develops, based upon the
Monte Carlo methodology, probability distributions for all
pertinent events and costs and present value of cost. Typical
event statistics (based upon the data presented in the previous
tables) are shown in Table 2.7, where the probability density
function of launch attempts as a function of time is presented.
This data encompasses the effects of both transportation sys
i
system and ,spacecraft (bus and sensors) unreliability. Table
2.8 illustrates the summary statistics, in terms of expected
value and standard deviation of annual launch attempts, when
all random failure rates (bus and sensors) are zero and all
launch'reliabilities are unity. Only bus wearout failures are
considered (sensor wearout life is assumed in excess of bus
wearout life). In effect, Table 2.8 illustrates the number of
launch attempts- that would be considered when allowing for
"planned" replacement. The effect of random failures is
immediately apparent by comparing the summary statistics in
Tables 2.7 and 2.8.
	
-
Table 2.9 illustrates the probability density func-
tion of total annual recurring costs. The variability of the
J
st
Table 2.7 Probability of Indicated Number of Launch Attempts
Quantity
10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .01 .0 .0 .01
9 .0 .0 .02 .0 .0 .0 .01 .0 .01 .0
8 .0 .0 .03 .0 .03 .0 .02 .01 .02 .02
7 .0 .0 .06 .0 .05 .07 .03 .03 .02 .05
6 .0 .0 .07 .0 .10 .07 .10 .04 .07
5 .0 .01 .25 .0.2 .16 .11 .15 .11 .08 .11
4 .0 .02 .34 .03 .33 .16 .18 .13 .27 .17
3 .01 .10 .23 .13 .30 .19 .26 .17 .19 .25
2 _.15 .30 .0 .26 .03 .19 .22 .30 .23 .22
1 .84 .57 .0 .50 .0 .16 .04 .13 .12 .06
0 .0' .0 _0 .06 .0 .05 .01 .02 .02 .04
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Year
Expected
No. 1.17 1.60 4-.56 1.63 4.27 3.21 3.71 3.20 3.26 3.51
sta.
Dev. .40 .82- 1.40 1-.02 1.36 1.89 1.79 1.78 1.72 1.89
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1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
Expected No. 1.00	 1.00-
	
3.01
	 .02	 2.51	 1.03--	 1.88	 1,60- 1.40	 2.51







2.9" Probability of Indicated Total Launch & Spacecraft Costs
Cost Range(Millions
of Dollars)
480.00---500.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.020 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
460.00---480.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010
440.00---460.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.020 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.0
420.00---440.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.010 0.020 0.0 0.010 0.010
400.00--- !420.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.0 0.010
390.00---'400.00 0.0 0.0 0.020 0.0 0.020 0.030 0.020 0.010 0.0 0.020
360.00---380.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.020 0.020 0.030 0.020 0.020
340.00---360.00 0.0 0.0 0.030 0.0 0.020 0.050 0.020 0.040 0.030 0.0
320.00---340.00 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.0 0.040 0.020 0.020 0.010 0.010 0.050
300.00---320.00 0.0 0.0 0.050 0.0 0.060 0.030 0.050 0.020 0.030 0.060
280.00---300.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.080 0.070 0.080 0.110 0.030 0.040
260.00--- 280.00 0.0 0.0 0.070 0.0 0.030 0.010 0.030 0.050 0.080 0.050
240.00---260.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.140 0.080 0.050 0.020 0.010 0.030
220.00---240.00 0.0 0.0 0.150 0.020 0.130 0.060 0.100 0.080 0.120 0.060
-200.00---220.00 0.0 0.0 0.100 0.0 0.020 0.040 G.010 0.010 0.050 0.010
180_00---200.00 0.0 0.010 0.0 0.050 0.220 0.120 0.150 .0.050 0.090 0.160
160.00---180.00 0.0 0.020 0.340 0.0 0.020 0.030 0.050 0.030 0.030 0.020
140.00'---160.00 n."rii)'" 0.0 0.0 0.070 0.140 0.050 0.120 0.030 01.080 0.120
120.00---140:03 - 0.0 0.040 0.230 0.030 0.0 0.050 0.060 0.110 0.130 0.080
100.nw----=120.00 0.0 0.060. 0.0 0.040 010 0.0 0.030 0.040 0.040 0.060
-"--80.00---100.00 0.150 0.150 0.0 0.200 0.030 0.110 0.100 0.190 0.110 0.090
60.00----	 80.00 0.0 0.150 0.0 0.020 0.0 0.030 0,010 0.010 0.010 0.0
40.00---	 60.00' 0.840• 0.0 0.0 0.490 0.0 0.130 0.040 0.130 0.090 0.060
20.00---	 40.00 0.0 0.570 0.0
	 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 ---	 20.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.060 0.0 0.050 0.010 0.020 0.020 0.040
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Expected Costs 55.0 61.8 202.0 82.8 241.1 187.8 203.7 176.7 180.8 192.7
Std.	 Dev. 18.9 34.1 62.2 56.9 80.1	 - 110.8 93.7 103.7 95.1 103.4
.P
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costs and quantities (with cost uncertainties set equal to
)
zero) is due to system and subsystem unreliability.
The risk profile of present value of recurring cost
(i.e., probability of Pv exceeding specified values) is -illu.s-
trated in Figure 2.8. Since this risk profile is approxi-
mately normal, the expected, most likely and median values,
i
are the same, i.e., $1037 million with a standard deviation
of _$132 million. If unreliability of launch systems and
random spacecraft and bus failures are not considered (as in
Table 2.8),	 the expected present value is	 $545 million with a
standard deviation of $35 million.
The importance and economic, value of unreliability
is addressed in Figure	 2,.9 which indicates the effect of MTBF 
and expected wearout time	 (6 f held constant).	 The value of
achieving different MTBFs-and Mfs is apparent.	 Moving from
an expected wearout time of M f ' l to Mf,3,	 and on MTBF1 to
MTBF3 ,	 results in an expected economic value of ml-m 3 and a
reduction in risk ofQ1-^ 3 .	 Thus,	 a development program
should be undertaken which would move the technology from
` Point A to Point B if the expected present value of the cost
' of the development program were less than m l -m 3 .	 More
precisely,	 it is necessary to develop the probability distri-
bution of the present value of the development program and
compare it with the probability distribution of the present
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	 2.9 Effect of Spacecraf. Reliability on
Present Value of Recurring Cost j
f
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and B.	 Whether or not the development program to move from
A to B should be undertaken depends upon the chance that the
present value of development costs will exceed the reduction
j
in the present value of the recurring costs and the decision
I
makers risk aversion preferences. 	 To illustrate the above
quantitatively,	 m 1 -m 3
 is equal to I$24 million and (Y	 U3is	 equal,
to $12 million when bus expected wearout time is increased from
i
four-to-eight years with a constant MTFB of 15 years,
	 and the
other parameters are as given in the previous tables.
The importance and economic value of unreliability
-'is addressed in Figure 2.9 which indicates the effect of MTBF
and expected wearout time	 (6	 held constant) .	 The value off
j achieving_ different MTBFs and M f s is apparent.	 Moving from
an expected wearout time of Mf^ 1 to M f ^ 3 and MTBF l to MTBF3
i
results	 in an expected economicnomic value of m 1 -m 3	 and a__reducti,on
y
in risk" of 6 1 -63.	 Thus,	 a development program should be under-
taken which would move the technology from point A to point B
if the
	
expected present value of the cost of the development
	 r?.
i
program were less than m l -m3.	 More precisely,	 it is necessary
to develop the probability distribution of the present value
of the development program and compare it with the probability
distribution of the present value difference between technolo-
gies indicated as points A and. B. 	 Whether or not the develop-
ment program to move ,from A to B should be undertaken depends 	 t





will	 exceed the red'u,ction in the p-r-esent value of the recur-
ring costs and the decision makers risk aversion preferences.'
To illustrate the above quantitatively, 
ml-m3 is equal to $23
million and6 1 -Q 3 is equal to $12 million when bus expected'
wearout time is increased from four-to-eight years with a
constant MTBF of 15 years and the other parameters are as



















The SATIL 2 data requirements, definitions, and input
data sheets are presented in the following pages. The Fortran
name of the input data variable is presented along with the
	
.Y.
definition of the variable. Each variable has a reference
number associated withit. This reference.number appears on
both the input data specification sheet and the input data
sheet,	 thus allowing for easy Gross-referencing.
ft
A range of valid data is given for each of the input''
variables.	 If the input data does not lie within theth i valid
range,
	 an error message is printed and the program execution
terminates.	 In order to simplify the inputting of data,
	 all
variables are initialized to 	 "default" values by the program.
The 	 default values are indicated on the input data specifi-
cation sheet.	 If input data is omitted for a variable, the
A
program will use the default value. 	 Therefore,	 if the input
data for a variable corresponds to the default value for that A
variable, it is not necessary to input the data to the program.
rrThe input data sheets contain the Fortran name of
each of the input variables and space for the input data.
The	 input data system utilizes the Fortran	 "NAMELIST"	 feature. N
This feature requires that the name of each variable be input
along with an equal sign and then the data. 	 Each data




by the input data sheet as well as the variations for integer
and real variables. It	 is only necessary to place the input
_a
l
data in the appropriate spaces on the data sheets and thence
a
to keypunch one card	 (and continuations if necessary) for
each row shown on the data sheets.	 Everything in the ruled
I
















s_INPUT DATA SPECIFICATION	 (SATIL 2)
VARIABLE DEFAULTDEFINITION RANGE
NAME VALUE
1. MAXN -Number of time periods	 (years)	 to 1-15 1
be considered.	 _
2. MAXLSC Number of spacecraft types to be 1-5 1
i
considered.	 A spacecraft consists
of a bus, made up of a number of
subsystems,	 and one or more sensors.
` 3. MAXLS Number of sensor types to be con-
sidered.	 This is the total number
of different sensors used by the
MAXLSC spacecraft.
4. MAXNB Maximum number of spacecraft buses 1-5 1
to be considered.	 A bus consists
of a number of support-subsystems-
(i.e.,	 AVCS,	 TTC,	 power	 subsystem,
' etc.)	 all of which must function j
properly for the sensors	 (i.e., the
payload)- to be operational.
5. MAXLB Maximum number of spacecraft 'subsys- 1-5 1
tems which comprisethe bus and whose
reliability are to be explicitly
considered_'
6. MARIE Maximum number of launch system con- 1-1f6 1
figurations to be Considered.- 	 A L,
launch -system consists of a set of
cost and reliability data in terms of a
,4 spacecraft type. 
r —.
-	















7. MAXR '	 Number of Monte-Carlo simulation
runs to be performed (even multiples
of 100). When only a single run is
to be performed, enter MAXR = 0.
8. MAXI	 Maximum number or rows to be prIntea
in "Probability of Indicated Quantity"
output' table. .
9. NOINT	 Number of rows to be printed in
''Probability of Indicated Costs and
"Probability of Present Value of
Cost" output tables.
10. NSEN (N)	 Number of operating sensors of type
LS required in orbit in year N.
Values must be specified for N < MAXN.
11. IMIX_-_(LSC) specification of sensors of type* LS
per spacecraft type (LSC)._ When equal




jd or 1	 0
for all LSC
LSC spacecraft. When a sensor is not
on-board a specific LSC spacecraft type,
the corresponding value of IMIX _ is jo.
Values must be specified for '1 < LS <
MAXLS and l < LSC < MAXLSC.
12. IBMIX (LSC) Identity of the spacecraft bus* (i.e., 	 1-5	 1
value of NB) to be usedto form the	 for all LSC
fi	 LSC spacecraft'. Values must be speci-




LnThe general subscript nomenclature is 'illustrated in Figure 3.1.
}
:. ,^..,...	 ,...c..,	 v..,s......a:.c.w.ss=«.:.^
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VARIABLE DEFINITION RANGE DEFAULT aNAME VALUE
13. AMTBF (NB) Mean time before failure
	 (years) .01-100. 5.0
+for random or chance failures of for all NB
the LB subsystem which comprises
the NB bus.	 Specify values for
y 1 < LB < MAXLB and 1 < NB < MAXNB.
a^
14. STAND (NB) Standard deviation
	 (years)	 of the
wearout life of the LB 'subsystem for all NB a
of the NB bus.	 Specify values for -
<	 <1	 LB	 MAXLB and 1 < NB < MAXNB.
t
r 15. AMEAN_(NB) Expected or mean wearout life	 (years) 5.0
of the LB subsystem of the NB bus. for all NB a
Specify- values for 1 < LB < MAXLB
and 1 < NB < MAXNB.
J
16. AMTBS (LS) Mean time before failure
	 (years)	 for .01- 100. 5. 0
random or chance failures of the LS -__ for all LS
sensor.	 Specify for I <	 LS < MAXLS. --
17. STANDS (LS) Standard deviation
	 (years)	 of the .01-1.00. 5.0
wearout life of the LS sensor. for all LS
Specify for 1-'<	 LS <	 MAXLS:
p 18. AMEANS (LS) Expected or mean wearout life (years) .01- 100. 5. 0
of the LS sensor.
	 Specify for for all LS
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NAME DEFINITION RANGE VALUE
p
^. 19.	 AMAXC	 (LS) Maximum estimated unit cost 	 (10 6 $)" .j^- 1	 plpl. .0
of the LS sensor.	 This establishes for all LS
the upper limit for the range of
k` cost uncertainty.'	 Specify for1 < LS < MAXLS.
Minimum estimated unit cost	 (11 6 $)20.	 AMINC	 (LS) .0-1000. ..1
of the LS sensor.	 This establishes for all LS
the lower limit for the range of
cost uncertainty.	 Specify for
1	 < LS '< MAXLS.
21.	 IPT	 (LS) Name of the uncertainty profile* 1-30 16
i (i.e., probability density function) for all LS
to be associated with the range of
uncertainty established by AMAXC
and AMINC for the LS sensor. 	 This
E establishes the subjective probability
distribution of cost..	 Typical uncer-
tainty profiles are illustrated 	 (see
Figure 2-2)	 and may be modified by
changing values of PPP.	 Specify for
1 < LS < MAXLS.
22.	 CALC	 (LS) Cumulative average learning rate
	
{%) .01-10.0 go
for the LS sensor.	 Assumes that costs fog all LS
are reduced by 100.-CALC percent ever,
time the number of years from first
use doubles.	 Specify for'!
	
< LS	 < MAXLS.
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k 623. AMAXB (NB) Maximum estimated unitcost	 (10 $} .(d-1Q1Q1 Q1.
.0
,i of the NB spacecraft bus.	 This for all NB
' establishes the upper limit for
! the range of cost uncertainty.
F Specify for 1 < NB < MAXNB.
Ii
24. AMINB (NB) 6Minimum estimated unit cost 	 (10 $) .0-1000. .0
of the NB spacecraft bus. 	 This for all NB
establishes the lower limit for
the range of cost uncertainty.
Specify for 1 < NB < MAXNB.
25. IPTB (NB) Name of the uncertainty profile 1-30 16
(i.e.,	 probability density func- for all NB
tion)	 to be associated with the
range of uncertainty by AMAXB and
AMINB for the NB spacecraft bus.
Specify for 1 < NB < MAXNB.	 (See
IPT	 (LS))
F
26. CALB (NB) Cumulative average learning rat .01-100. 9.0.
'
(o)	 for the NB spacecraft bus. for all NB
Assumes that costs are -reduced by
'. 101.-CALB percent every time the
number of years from first use
` doubles.	 Specify for 1	 < NB < MAXNB.
r
v
27. A."iAXMMaximum estimated spacecraft re-
furbishment and maintenance cost
expressed as a percentage of total
spacecraft (including bus and sensors)
cost. This estabishes the upper limit




Minimum estimated spacecraft refurbish-
meat and maintenance cost expressed
as a percentage of total spacecraft
(including bus and sensors) cost. This
establishes the lower limit for the
range of cost uncertainty.
29. IPTB
	
	 Name of the uncertainty profile (i.e.
probability density function) to be
associated with the range of uncer-




	 Cumulative average learning rate (o)
for the spacecraft refurbishment and___
maintenance cost. Assumes that costs
are reduced by loo.-CALK percent every
time the number of years from first
use doubles.___
1-30	 16






VAI-11APLE DEFAULT6 1)I-PI14 i'1'iON RANGE
f. NAML'_ VALUE
31.	 AMXLC	 (IE) Max^mum estimated launch cost
(10's) 'for the LSC	 spacecraft for all IE
r with	 the IE_.la-unch system.	 This
establishes the upper limit for
' the range of cost uncertainty. --
s
Specify for 1 < IE ! MAXIE.'
32.	 AMNLC	 (IE) Min mum estimated launc}i cost .Q!- 1fdjQ .y!
I. (10 $)	 for the LSC spcecraft for all IE
I^ with the IE launch system.I Specify for 1 _ IE < MAX'IE.
33.	 IPTLG_(I'E) 1 -30
l
^
(i^e.ofprobabilityadesityofune _ for all IEC[ tion)	 to be associated with the
range of uncertainty by AMXLC
4 and AMNLC	 for the IE -launch
j, system.	 Specify 1 < IE S MAXIE.
i 34.	 GALLC	 (IE) Cumulative average learning rate _.01 - 100, go.
{;}
	 for	 launching the LSC space- for all NB
rj craft with the IE launch system.
Assumes that costs are reduced by
100.-CALLC	 pe-cent every time the f
number of years from first use
doubles_	 specify for 1 S IE < MAXIE.
35.	 LNCHS	 (N) The name of the launch system
	 (value 1-1.0 1
of IE)
	 to be used in year N for for all N
launching the LCS spacecraft.





INPUT DA ,rA SHEET
IE



























LNCIIS 2	 = , , , , , , , I , , , ,
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36.	 ORBCAP	 (LSC) Indicator of Orbiter capability
for placing the LSC payload directly
into the desired' orbit.
	 When ORBCAP
_ Y it is implied that the orbiter
is capable of placing the payload
" into the desired orbit.
	 When ORBCAP
34 Y it is implied that a "space tug"
' or upper stage is required. 	 Specify
for 1	 < LSC	 < M'AXLSC.
r 37.	 PPS
	 (LSC) Probability of the LSC spacecraft
functioning properly when placed
in final desired orbit
	 (wear-in
period).	 Specify for 1
	 < LSC	 <
- MAX'LSC,
38.	 PBS -(IE) Probability of ,a booster success
per launch for the IE launch system.
Specify for 1 < IE < MAXIE.
39.	 PBRS	 (IE) Probability of a booster recovery
given a booster launch success.













. pl -1 • ^ ^ 	1. 0 .0
for all IE
40. PBRF (IE),
	 Probability of a booster recovery
	 .QJ-l.ylQJ
given a booster failure_or malfunc-
tion. Specify for 1 < IE < MAXIE.
41. POS_(IE)	 Probability of an orbiter success
(i.e., no abort prior to placing




rt 1 < IE < MAXIE.








42.	 POROF	 (IE) Probability of an orbiter recovery .0-1,010
t'
given an orbiter abort.	 Specify for all IE
for 1 < IE < MAXIE_
43-.	 POROF	 (IE) Probability of an orbiter recovery . 0- 1,00 1.00
given a booster launch. failure. for all IE ^k
Specify for 1 < IE < MAXIE.
44.	 POR	 (IE) Probability of an orbiter recovery .^1-1.^1^_ 1.0.0
given an otherwise successful for all IE
flight.	 Specify for 1 < IE <
MAXIE.
45.	 PPMO	 (IE) Probability	 f propulsion moduleY	 P	 P .0- 1- 010
(space tug or other upper stage) for all IE
checking--out successfully	 (wear - in k
period) prior to leaving vicinity
of orbiter.	 Specify for 1 < IE <
MAX E.''
ti
46.	 PPMP	 (IE) Probability of propulsion modules .0-1.00 1..00 q
(space tug or other _upper stage), for all IE
transferring to and placing space-
craft in desired orbit.
	 Specify for
1 < IE < MAXIE.
47. "	 PPMRP	 (IE)
_
Probability of propulsion module .0-1.00 1. pJpJ F
(space tug or other upper stage) for all IE
successfully returning and rendez-
vousing with the orbiter. 	 specify
for 1
	
< IE ,< MAXIE. F1
48.	 PPLRR	 (IE) Probability that a spacecraft which .0-1.10.0 1.00
does not check out successfully in for all IE
terminal orbit is reacquired by the
propulsion module (space tug or other
upper stage)	 for return to low earth






DEFINITION RANGE DEFAULTNAME VALUE
49. MAXM	 (LSC) Maximum number of spacecraft of 1-2.0 lye
r type LSC which will be operational
f at any point in time.
a
50. NN Number of time periods to be con- 1-1•IAXN 5
sidered for the optimization of
n _spacecraft 'launch schedule. r
51. DR Discount rate
	 expressed as a 1
percentage, used in the present
value of cost computations. ;_
gg
52. DETC If it is desired to have detailed Y or N N
cost reports
	 (i.e.,	 costs by
spacecraft type) printed then
DETC =	 'Y'.
53. PPA 	 (IA) Uncertainty profile data;
	 i.e., , y1-L. yJfd See
probability associated with the Table	 3.1.
' IA interval of profile IB where
t
1	 < IA < 5 and 1
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LB	 Bus subsystem identifier
IE	 Launch system technology
NB	 Bus type
J	 Column of output data
4.2 Some Notes on Input Data
The following input data	 (see Chapter 3)	 are input
in the form of linear arrays and form the indicated two-dimen-
sional arrays.
Two—Dimensional
Input Variable	 Array Comment
' 1,0. NSENXX (N) 	 NOSEN( LS,N) XX is value of LS
11. IMIXXX(N)	 ISMIX(LS,LSC) XX It " or	 LS
13. AMTBFS(NB)	 AMTBF(LB,NB) $ it LB z
14. STANDS(NB)	 STANDL(LB,NB) S " " LB
15. AMEANS(NB)	 AMEANL(LB,NB) S ' r to ofLB
31. AMXLCY(IE)	 AMAXLC(LSC,I_E) Y It to
32. AMNLCY(IE)
	
AMINLC(LSC,IE) Y of TISC
33. IPTLCY(IE)	 IPTLC(LSC,IE) Y of to
34. CALLCY(IE)	 CALLC(LSC,IE) Y to ° LSC
35. LNCHSY (N)
	
LNCHS (LSC,N) Y it ,, It	 LSC
52. PPPXX(IA)	 PPP(IA,IB) XX ^^ ff '^	 IB
•f
'rne	 =oi.Lowing is	 a List or	 the variabies used in
the mathematical formulation of the SAIL 2 program.' The
indicates	 input data variables, and the + indicates integer
_t
variables.	 The computed variables are defined by the equa-
tions and operations indicated in the computation functional
flow given in Section 4.5.
RELS(LS,N) * AMAXLC(LSC,IE) + NOOP(LS,N)
PFS(LS,N) * AMINLC(LSC,IE) + NOSA(LSC,N)
RELB(NB,N) +* IPTLC(LSC,IE) + IS(LSC,M)
+* MAXLB LCELC(LSC,IE) + ISS(LS,LSC,M)
* AMTBF(LB) * CALLC(LSC,IE) + IYEAR(LSC,M)
STANDL(LB) RANGLC(LSC,IE) + NFAIL(LSC)
* AMEANL(LB) UCPLC(I,LSC,IE) + ILA(LSC,N)
AMTBS(LS)- SCCST(LSC,N) * PBS(IE)
* STANDS(LS) UCLC'(LSC,IE) * PBRF(IE)
* AMEANS (LS) + ITS (LS) + IBR(L"SC,N)
+* MAXLS PVF (N) + IB (LSC,N)	 '` y
+* MAXN * DR + IPL(LSC,N)I:
LCE (LS) + IX (LSC) * POROF (IE)
CALC(LS) + ITL + IOR(LSC,N)
+* MAXIE +* LNCHS(LSC,N) + IO(LSC,N)
+* NN + IXB (NB) * ORBCAB ('LSC)
PFB(NB,N) + IN * IPM(LSC,N)
* AMAXC(LS) LCST(LSC,N) * PBRS(IE)
* AMINC(LS) LCER * POS(IE)
RANGE(LS) * CALR *_POROF(IE)
B' +* IPT (LS) LCEB (NB) + IPM (LSC,N)
_U,Cp (I,LS)° * CALB (NB) * PPS (IE)	 °.
* PPP(IA,IB) + NOSSC(LSC )	! * POR(IE)
+* MAXB * AMAXB(NB) + IPLR(LSC,N)
+* MAXNB * AMINB(NB) * PPMO(IE)
ACC RANGEB(NB) + IPMR(LSC,N)
RN +* IPTB(NB) PPMP(IE)
UC (LS) UCPB	 (I, NB) * PPLRR'(IE
+*'; MA.XR * AMAXM * PPMRP (IE )
+* ,MAXI * AMINM C(K,LSC,N,NR)
+* NOINT +* IPTM SUMC(K,LSC,N)
+* ISMIX(LS,	 LSC) UCPM(I) SUMSC(K,LSC,N)
+* MAXLSC UCB(NB) CT(K,N,NR)


























Initialization of the following variables to he
indicated values takes place both inside and outside of the
Monte Carlo loop. List l refers to data initialized prior
to entering the Monte Carlo loop, and List 2 refers to in-
itialization after entering the Monte Carlo loop.
List	 1:	 RELS(LS,O) =	 1.0 for all LS
RELB(NB,(j) =	 1.0 for all NB
PFS (LS-,N) _	 .0 for all LS and N
PFB(NB,N) _	 .0 for all NB and N
SUMC(K,LSC,N) =	 .0 for all K,LSC, &N 	 (K=1,2,3)
SUMSC(K,LSC,N) _	 .0 for all K,LSC,&N
MLA(LSC,N) _	 .0 for all LSC and N
MPL =	 .0
SUMJ(J,N)
	 - _	 .0 for all J and N
SUMSJ(J,N) _	 .0 for all J and N
PE(II,J,N) -	 .0 for all II,J	 and 'N
SUMLA(LSC,N) _	 .0 for all LSC and N
SUMSLA(LSC,.N) _	 .0 for all LSC	 and N	 -'
PLA(II,LSC,N) _	 .0 for all II,	 LSC,&N
SUMPL =	 .0 for all LSC and N
SUMSPL .0 for all LSC and N r
PPL _	 .0 for all II,	 LSC, &N
SUMPV .0
SUMSPV = i
P(K,LSC,L,N) _	 .0 for all K,LSC,L,N
PT(K,L,N) , 0 for all K,L,N
PPV (L) =	 .0 for all L
M I .0
List	 2:	 SCCST(LSC,N) =	 1.01 for all LSC and N
	 (1<N<MAXN+NN)
LCST(LSC,N)
_ 1,0 10 for all LSC and N	 (1<N<MAXN+NN)
IS(LSC,M) _	 .0 for all LSC and M
NOOP (LS-,N)
_	 ..0 for all LS and N
ILA(LSC,N) _	 .0 for all LSC and N
IB(LSC,N) _	 .0 for all LSC and N
IBR(LSC,N) =	 -.0 for all LSC and N
IPL(LSC,N) _	 .0 for all LSC and N
IO(LSC,N) =	 . .0 for all LSC and N
IOR(LSC,N) =	 . '0 for all LSC and N
IPM (LSC,N) ;0 for all _LSC and N
IPLR(LSC,N) _ for all LSC and N
IPMR(LSC,N) _'	 .0 for all LSC and N
ISS(LS,LSC,M) =	 .0 for all LS,LSC,M a
NFAIL'(LSC,M)- =	 .0 for all 'LSC,M
ANPV(NR) =	 ..0 for all NR
80
l 4.5	 Computation Functional Flow Description
START
Initiali<c	 InputOata See	 Input	 Data	 Specificationto	 Default	 Value,
i
Read	 Input
	 Data Use FORTRAN	 NAHELIST
Validate	 Input
	
Data See	 Input	 Data	 Specification
y
Va lidation






















N=MAXN PFB(NB,N)5.0001 Computation of
bus	 reliability	 and
























LB=1 ^ STANDL(LB,NB) .J
	 LL
N
Sensor Reliability:	 RE LS(LS,IN	 Assumption is ' that once a sensor is placed in orbit
it goes into an operational (i.e., non-dormant) mode.
e	
xF
xp ^-N/AMTBS (LS)j^ ;;fi ^_ (x-AMEANS (LS)) z
	dx(2) REL (L ,N) 





























1 LCE(LS)--1.+I rlog(CALC(LS))-l.6991/.301 exponent:	 t. or:
se - aors





LCE3.(N9) . -1.a log(CAL3(NB})-1.6"y 9.
	 /.301r	 1






























Y Determination cf Ist yea-
of activity E 'st year c'
activity for e_ch se°sor.
N	 -Y
1	 N=N+1	 N=MAXN	 N=)
3







for t<NG^MAXNB	 for each LSC
ICB(NB)=ITL	
and 
I<L LS x nISMIX S LS LSC	
Start of activity r -)r	 I






for ISLSC<MA.XLSC and TIE<MAXIE•
LCELC(LSC,IE) = -I.+Ilog(CALLC(LSC,IE))	 Launch cost














N	 Y	 Y	 N
I=I+1
	 I=5	 I=5	 I=I+1
N
}

















IE = KAXIE	 IE=IE +I 	 5
Y



























UC(LS) = AMItIC(LS)+RANGE(LS)f: [I-I]







t Note;	 RN	 imp]ies	 the	 generation





















































































cost in year N
7. ISMIX(LS.LSC)*UC(LS)	 (bus + sensors)
LS- I	 '(N-ITS(LS)+I)LCE(LS)































T!.,. 	 1 .,.,.,
INOSA(LSC,iTL)
	 `^^
(See S/C launch Schedule notes)
F
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE

































I = N	 LSC=l
1
Subject to:
	 MAXLSI	 N+ '
NOOP(LS,N)+	 ISMI^((LS,LSC)ENOSA(LSC,I)!? NOSEN(LS,I)
	
Ls^ (	 =N	 1I
for each I such that N < I<IJ+r:N
and for 1<LS<MAXLS
Inputs
N start	 of	 the	 time	 horizon	 (years)
NN number	 of	 time	 periods	 (years)
	 to	 be	 considered
PVF(I) present	 value	 factor
MAXLSC maximum	 number	 of	 S/C	 types
SCCST(LSC,I) cost	 of	 the	 LSC	 S/C	 in	 year
'	 LCFT(LSC,I) cost	 of	 the	 launch	 of	 the	 LSC	 S/C	 in	 year	 I
NOOP(LS,N) number	 of	 sensors
	 of	 type	 LS	 operating	 successfully
at	 the	 end	 of	 year	 N
ISMIX(t_S,LSC) sensor	 types	 available
	
on	 the	 LSC
	 spacecraft	 (0	 or	 1)
NOSEN(LS,I) number	 of	 sensors	 of	 type	 LS	 required	 in	 operation
in	 year	 I.
Output
















































































































RN =I0 (LS C 	 N)+i
I
PM	 places	 payload
in	 desired	 orbit 1	 C,N
Y =IOR (LS C,N)+1
RN(PPMP(II	 26
's
PM	 does	 not	 place	 payload
























































PM doesnot return	 Orbiter
PL to orbiter	 recovered
N







































I V- 	 101














for K = l ,2,3























¢ ZI	 0	 28A1
LSC a
Y S






II = II + IB(LSC,N)
N
Y
J 3_ II	 = II	 +	 IO(LSC,iS)
N ,^	 a
i Y {J =	 4 II	 = II +IPM(LSC,N)
N
t
J =	 5 II	 =	 II	 +	 IPL( LSC,N)
o N
YJ =' 6 II I = 	 II	 +	 ISR(	 SC;t7)
N
J 7




J =	 8 IT	 = i IZ	 +	 IPHP,(LSC,S:)
Y





	 LSC	 +	 I LSC	 = MAXL$C 2;
THF




o f 1 t-?.-,3 t 15LSC!jMAXLSC
6 for Np-ITI
A MX(K,LSC) .M,tx {C1K.LSC,N,sR)^N.NR
.: MN(K,LSC) .Min
 jCjK.LSC,N.It)^N,NR11	 ///















f o r	 1-5 K-	 ,,, U	 N -I I L
AMXT( K)- 	 Max CT ( K,N,NR)
N,NR i
^,MT	 (K)-	 Min CT(K.N,NRI
N	 N R I
CSTIT(K)-	 AMXT(K)-AMT(K)NOW T 







—  L-I+Inteqer C T(K.AMT(K)













PVX	 =	 Max	 ^ANPV (NR)^
NR
PVN	 =	 Min	 ^ANPV(NR')1
NR	 11
I	 .^











L	 =	 I	 +	 Integer	 +,9999 L	 _.0
PV I
L	 =	 I


























(MCST (Y., LSC, FJ)) 2] f
t-
Tor	 all	 J	 and	 N---lTL
^ME(J,N)=SUMJ(J,N)/MAXR
STDE(J,N) = CSUMST(J,tl)/11AXR-(ME(J,N)) 2n ^ !;
For
	
a l 1	 K	 and 	 NZ--TTL
MT(K,N)=SU14CT(K,N)/ MAX R
STDT(Y.,N)=[SUMSCT(K,N)/htAXR-(11T(K,N))2^
For all	 LSC and	 N^TL r
jMLA(LSC,N)=SUMLA(LSC,1J)/MAXR 21
`;STDLA(LSC,N)=CSUMSLA(LSC,N)/MAXR-(MLA(LSC,N))F 










Note:	 Fo}	 N<ITL	 all
expected	 values	 End
and	 standard	 dcvia -





	 ;11MENT 6 MAINTENANCE
	
Of' A SYSTEM	 EARTH ORBITING SPACECRAFT








X.XXX X.xxx X.XXX X.XXX X.XXX X.xxX X.XXX X.XXX X.XXX
X.XXX
X.XXX X.xxx X.XXX X.XXX X.xxx X.xxx X.XXX X*Xxx X.XXx
X.xxx X.XXX X.XXX X.xxx X.XXX X.xxx X.xxx X.XXx X.XXX
LAUNCH ADDIT. ADDIT. ADDIT. SPACECRAFT BOOSTERS ORBITERS PM's SPACECRAFT
ATTEMPTS BOOSTERS ORBITERS PM's REQUIRED REFURB. REFURB. REFURB. REFURB.
REQUIRED REQUIRED REQUIRED
EXPECTED
NUMBER XXX.XX	 XXX.XX	 XXX.XX	 XXX.XX	 xxx.Xx	 XXX.XX	 XXX.XX	 XXX.XX	 Xxx.XX
STD.





OF A SYSTEM OF EARTH ORBITING SPACECRAFT


































OF 'A SYSTEM OF EARTH ORBITING SPACECRAFT
TOTAL LAUNCH & SPACECRAFT COSTS
TOTAL LAUNCH COSTS
TOTAL SPACECRAFT COSTS
PROBABILITY OF INDICATED LAUNCH & SPACECRAFT COSTS (LSC=X) These three sets
LAUNCH COSTS	 (LSC= X) of reports are







XXXX.XX--XXXX.XX X.XXX X.XXX X.XXX X.XXX	 X.XXX
xxxx.xx--}!XXx.xX X.XXX X.XXX X.XXX X.XXX	 •	 •	 .	 •	 .	 •	 X.XXX
"XXXX.XX--XXXX.XX X.XXX' X.XXX X.XXX X.XXX	 X.XXX
XXXX.XX--XXXX.XX Y..XXX X.XXY. X.XXX X.XXX	 _	 X.XXX
XXXX.XX--XXXX.XX X.xxx X.XXX X.XXX X.XXX	 X.XXX
YEAR 1 2 3 4	 MAXN f
EXPECTED COST XXXX.X XXXX.Y XXXX.X XXXX.X	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 XXXX.X





OF A SYSTEM OF EARTH ORBITING SPACECRAFT
TOTAL LAUNCH & SPACECRAFT COSTS	 K=3
PROBABILITY OF INDICATED 	 TOTAL LAUNCH COSTS K=1











t	 YEAR 1	 •	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 N
















OF A SYSTEM OF EARTH ORBITING SPACECRAFT
s
LAUNCH. & SPACECRAFT COSTS	 (LSC=LSC)	 Kai
KA1PROBABILITY OF INDICATED	 .LA41T:Cli COSTS	 (LSC= LSC)










ANlq (Y.,LSC) --AMN(K,LSC)+CSTI(K,LSC)	 P(K,LSC,1,1,)/NAKR ...... P(K,LSC,1,N)/MAXR
YEAR 1 .	 N
f EXPECTED COST MCST(K,LSC,1) •MCST(K,LSC,N)
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wd VOW !	 +	 yr
ESTABLISHMENT & MAINTENANCE
t. OF A SYSTEM OF EARTH ORBITING SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT TYPE: XX
LAUNCH ATTEMPTS










XX X.XXX	 X.XXX X.XXX
	 X.XXX
YEAR 1	 2 3	 .MAXN
EXPECTED
NUMBER XX	 XX XX	 XX
STV . DEV . _ XX	 XX XX	 XX
Y
4




OF A :.SYSTEM OF EARTH ORBITING SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT TYPE: LSC













PLA(1,LSC,1)/MAXR • .	 . .PLA(I,LSC,MAXN)/MAXR
YEAR	 1	 N•	 .MAXN
EXPECTED_
NUMBER	 MLA(LSC,1)	 MLA(LSC,MAXN)






OF A SYSTEM OF EARTH ORBITING SPACECRAFT
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The problem is to satisfy the yearly demand for var-
ious sensor types in every year by launching spacecraft which
transport, a certain subset of the sensor types so that the
overall program cost is kept to a minimum. If there were no
I	
random elements such as sensor failures, then the problem -
could be solvedby considering the entire time frame of the
program.
	
In this analysis, however, the random element is
incorporated and the decision as to which spacecraft to launch
u
must be on a year-to-year basis
	 (each year looking ahead to
the future but taking into account what has happened in the
past which will effect the future)
tI	 ^ The variables for the problem consist of the	 number
of new sensors which must be launched eachear, the sens or°  - fr
mix which is carried on each spacecraft, 	 and the space-
.
craft associated cost each year.	 In order to achieve a bet-
^.
ter conception of the potential launches,
	 a "look-ahead"'
period beyond - he current year is considered so that the costs
will be minimized with 'respect to the "look-ahead" period
and not just with respect to the current year.
	
That is to
say that it may be economically	 referred to launch excess
	 	
y p
sensors in the current year to satisfy later year demands. -'






0	 Total Cost 
= 11 E (Cost) i,j x	 (Launch) i,j
i=1 j=1
1	 Subject to










i	 = index relating	 to	 spacecraft	 type
j	 = index relating	 to	 year	 of	 the	 "look-ahead"
period (current=l)
k	 = index relating	 to sensor type
L	 = number of	 spacecraft	 types
m	 = number of years	 in	 the	 "look-ahead" period
n	 = number of	 sensor	 types
Cost.	 = Cost to launch	 spacecraft	 i	 in	 year	 j
Launch,	 = Number of	 spacecraft	 of	 type	 i	 to	 launch.in
year	 j
Senk,i Q	 if spacecraft	 i	 does	 not	 carry	 sensor k_ 11	 if spacecraft	 i	 carries	 sensor	 k
Excess k1j	= number of	 excess	 sensor	 k	 in orbit	 in	 year	 j
demand for new	 launches	 of	 sensor	 k	 in	 year
	 jDem k,j	=
122
As the launch optimization occurs within a Monte
^a
Carlo simulation an efficient algorithm must be employed.
Conventional linear integer programming algorithms are too
time consuming to be considered, and a suboptimal choice
procedure is employed. 	 The problem is treated as a con-'
tinuous linear program and a_simple upwards rounding of any
P
non-integer first year launches is employed.!
	 Although not
always optimal,	 the rounded continuous solution wil:l lcorre-
>z
spond to the best integer solution the vast majority of the 4





5.	 SATIL 2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
I
The FORTRAN coding for SATIL 2 follows the flow-
j chart	 (Section 4.5,) very closely.	 The	 following is a de-




computational variables,	 i.e.,	 counters and sums,
are	 initialized in one of three ways.
1.	 data statements
2.	 assignment statements
3.	 the subroutine ALISTI
The nominal values of the input variables are established in
subroutine DFLTIN.	 The periodic reinitialization of vari-
'subroutineables within the Monte	 Carlo loop is done by
ALIST2.	 Many of the	 NAMELIST	 input variables are arrays
inputted as vectors in row rather than column order. 	 The
transposition of those arrays is accomplished by subroutine
a
TRAMSP.	 The reliability equations are implemented in sub-
routine RELIAB.	 The linear programming algorithm is imple-
mented in subroutine NOSAT which calls two assembly language
routines.	 The output of the program is done by subroutine
OUTPUT.
Those variables dimensioned in the _flowchart by the
number of Monte -Carlo runs have been written out to disk on
standard FORTRAN logical unit ;2,	 and are then read back in
after the Monte Carlo runs are completed.
12 4
5.2 Control Cards and Input
Standard FORTRAN compile, link-edit, and go cards
are used if the source cards are being run and standard link-
edit and go cards are used if object decks are used:	 A
U.F4STAT SYSLIB card must be incli,ided in the link -edit step
r
to locate and link subroutine TRAMSP.	 Inputs via NAMELIST
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1► +=) 	 ( =- 1 ) +('C^+UC-2D (_, "rp )) f R AN 3Ci3 (\d)1/UC` fl rr) ^.)	 'Jd ('.E) +r.n:JG :S	 ::-3(' ^..	 3)	 v
^0°1	 2001




C...	 .. ....	 .S/C	 R= FT:aIZ3H:: SS:T 	 AND	 I.!TN A	 _ .










DJ 20r"' T= 1, 5
.'^^^ =n C:,*ICON (i)










DO	 2021 	 .. 3 C= 1, `:::•:'. S C
!: (%.MATLC (LSC,TF.) . "F. r0!I::LC( T-SC,:	 )) GOTO	 2022
TIC LC (I GC,I`) =Vli.; UC(LSC,1E)
;o : ()	 202 1
2022 ACC=O.
Z*7=1. NDY5 ( DU•".',Y)
D-')	 2023	 I =1,5
ACC= J, ,: C +UCi LC (:, L3C,:::)
TF (ACC.3F.3V)	 ;o	 TO	 2^24
2:123 C0V7'! rJE
:024 c0 "- NU E1
UCL: (LS Z,	 A.'I:7LC(LSC,.E)+7A::3LC(LSC,TE)*FLOAT"(:-1)
2 ♦ (= F-ACC+UCEI.C(T,:,S r:,Z:i ) j• 	A I GLC(LS.,	 /JC?LC ;I,iSC,1L)
2021 CC) !1T ',.,r1L
2320 CO:.": VW
C,	 , , '	 T?)• . ..
	 ..... ...	 S/C	 C:)5	 :,	 YiA A 	(3JS+SE:7Su
1&g, DO 203 M	LSC=1,'!A'?=5CVa-_ ! (LEC,)
DO	 2 331	 r _:7Q, Mr::.':
GiJr_ 11
DO	 2012	 15=1,'	 .•.LS
:^ (=TS cL5) . ;_'	 ')	 3c:	 -0	 2032
SU"+=LCA'.('c"_..(L',LSC)) t!1'(i^)R^**LC	 (LS)
2032  _N')L^
SC=;'. (LGC, ;:) = 008 (15 -.,1 	 (LS C)) * (=	 ) **''_: E9 (=L+ y '_:. (LSC)) +SUS
2^31 C'#N7*CU?
2030 C-' )J r"UZ
r_
f* ^!-	 ml	 ' V+!,'s
. i^	 7=	 t::.
Dr►
 2033






I. (L. Vr !IS (! SC,:') . '1C.L2JC`?S (LSC,!7;^)) .;0	 '_'C	 2036
FN = I: -?'; (LSC) + 1
Go -.0 	 2037
2136 F`I=1
..` (LSC ) -"
203 7 1. CS- (i:C,':)=!J CI.C(^3C,L 11C!iS (L3C,:^)) *?:+*	 (LCELC(LSC,L::CiiS(LSC, , ^)) )
2035 CJ: _ I`U_
2034 CO NT r!!UF
DO 2033	 :.^C= 1,ca:tisC
2038 LCa• (L.:C,`'j - .C.".. (L-;,:„Dn y^o t ! r =1"lW!
FV - ,r =nVF (:;)
D^ 3 10a	 1 1C=I,mAX!.:3C
9009 C0 7  (LSC, %) =?V'!' * (SCCST (LS1., `:) +Li -3— (LSC, :) )
t
13 5
1.F("A'..VE.1) GO TO 5900
w??7-T (6,365)




Wk'TF (6, 3 r, A)
DJ 35? :=1,5
36) W e	 F (6,3u7) (:.CS': (I, J) ,J=1,101)
VR__ ..
 (6,3'71)




WSl77 E ( 6 ,372) -T C 3
3 7 2 F ,) P .1,'''(/' UC3=',2'!,5°6.1)
G3`.:' (6,371) T IC I"
Hai: "•,(6,373)
37 4 FO :-A A (/' UC LC )
DO 3''5 ?=1,5
3''5 W _"_(b,3'6) (UCLC(_,J),J=1,1'0
3'6 FJ"., A^ (5%, 1(''5.1 )
C
12
59CO DC 1AC2 .= T- L,:: A::N
%1=:+1
TF (., . `T F.I TL) 30 T ^ 2C61
C
C.......	 CO!i'UT% NCFAL5C= I!A"'LEC
1.S=.". AYLS
DO 4313 '_1^=1, 1C
DO 7312 125=1,25
^•?^^l:"(T1^,i25)="OJ:^ (_1C,*25)-70Ce(11J, `1)
I= ('^ E:.:;L`' (110, 225).L7.0) lfi;SEN(110, :25) =0
9312 C)` 1'. UL'
DC 3 314 ?25="1,25
.125= 25+:1-125
`1 L 3S ;;ti (I10,J25)= I!EiS^N (I10,J25)-N6 .4J2. (I10,J25-1)
iF(`' F-iSE :'(Zi0,J25).L-.0, `EWS S(T10,J25)=0
9314 C7 NliF
9 3 1 3 CON21:;'±F
CAL'_. `OSAS(`?.4T_nI`!,I10F.U.,IND?XC,3:4A^,NIAT)
IF (.' AX?.%e.1) :,G ;U 5902
a:- IP E (6,332) :1
332 ?O F'? A- (//' N = ' , 174)
W°-"F(6,3IQ) (IJCC2(T,	 ,_=1,10)
33), ^0=,`: 4T ('	 SC )?= 1,10_3)




 ?11 A- (3';, 251_3)
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
136
WF..IT T (5, 3 3 3) riSAT
333 FO 7'1 A7 ('
	 KSA	 ' , 5 =3)
5902 DG ^00^5	 ;.SC= t,-Ax::c





2 ,161 C0 'IT 'NU::
X 2062 LSC=1,!:AXLSZ
DO 2063 a=1,1m
= e (TS (* S C, •:)	 .C)	 G'	 TO	 2063
_.	 (:• CSA (: SC,',-1) . _I.'))
	 GO	 .0	 2052
IS




	 :;C TO 2164
TBSW,Lr-,,1)=1
2')64 C^_ N7:F 71
,1OSA (: Sc, i- 1) = 1 ,03A (133, `:- 1) - 1
2063 COr, INI!E








DO	 2 07 1	 :'.=1,P!:
!7 (- S (L`,—C, i) .:Q. C)
	
30	 70	 207 1
R =-t ND 5 (DU;; AY)
IP 01.7,-.P.3(-:>:: .Y( 
	S::, 11) +1))	 30	 T.0	 2078
C..... E'IS	 7A	 1- i





G 10	 ".)	 20 ! 1
2 '?78 Cfn"17: -1 Uc:
C ..... ..i>	 15
DO	 2051	 LS=1, `AX LS
Ii	 GO -.0 2091
:,	 (T SS'
-7,LSC,`!) .I!.:.1) 	 G0	 TO	 2052
F`t=F. N D Y 5 ( UUe'"Y)
I? (- N. --_ , 2 r (IS,





2062 IiPA,- L (LS.^.,'") = H?ATL (LSC,") +1
2051 - 0 Nr II'it:'
_T (:;0FSC
	 L SC) .G7.4 P A-. (LSC,%)) 	 G7	 '13	 2099
'.S (L aC,.':) =0
209 3 C3'^ ::'U:












DO 3 352 :25=1,25
t;^W3 E!i (_1 2,'25) =';0'^ti ('10, I25) -AJJF (I 10,h)
I?(!rEES^,`i(Z10,I25}.L".0) NEwSEN(I10,:25)=0
9 35 2 CO:- :.UE
DJ 9 316 :25=41,25
J25=25+'.1 - I25
2:R4';i':5 ('_1 ^,J25) =:Ic^S° . ' (?10,J25) -'1cWS5:^ (Z 1),J25-1)
I?(:1FWS?ti (:10,J25).L:.0) `;EW3EN(110,J25)=0
S 316 C0!. I Y U E
9353 CON"? 14 NU'
CALL "0Sa i (YA^F_.',I'iD: X. ,?IiDE'iC, `! : A^, ..`1A )
IF(:!A(?.i1i.i) GC :3 5901
W?	 E(6,332)  '1
W 7. I" E (fi, 329)
;;R1:E(6,33>>) ('700P(=,!;),:=1,1J)
DJ 3'35 :=1,13
335 W': TAT i(6,331) (! : Z W FEIGr J) J=1,25)W?17 %(6,333) KiAI
5901 DJ 90^_5 LSC=1,-Ai:L C
NO SA GS5C, ::) = r C :' (I3C)
9006 C)'17 I!'UF
Cr
13 CO NT INU4
D! 98F3 LSC=1, A}:LSC
A683 !'C!i(LSC,')=`CSA(I.SC ':)
C	 SPACF C?AF_ LOC?
n
LS	 1
207: .:: y' T.;UF
Z? ( '4 OS (LS C,*:) .!'E.0) GO TO 2C 0
2075 L C=LCC+1
:r (L S7.	 .%'A !:.SC) GO -0	 76
;^ : J 2^79
C
C





T_t.A(LF-:,'d) =ZI.A (LSC,N) +1
i'1=? N D Y 5 (:)C'!'9Y)
IF (? V.	 P SS (*_I)) 3C' 
_^0 2090
C......3 nn STE?. .;UCC oeg
KDY5 (Dn";"v)
V.	 Gc P B R S(:I)) G AO :'7 2091
Ia'(LSC,'::) =19? (LSC,S) +1
GO TO '092
20?2 Z!:=R 4DY5 pvU !my)




C. 	 .....^?DT-TIR	 Ai3C?T
GO	 :0	 30-11
2C90 ?' =?uUYS(1)TIM:;Y)
' T_: (? :!. LT.:'J:	 ( TT ))	 i	 .0	 3000
GO : 0	 31"31
300' TP? (L3C, \ 1 =I3F (L SC, \) + 1
30(11 2 '**=? 1:D15 ( D'T2'::Y)
T 	 (? :1. i... 2C' 6JF (- -) )	 +C	 0	 30n2
=(1°(LSC,`')-I0C (L-C,:i)+1
G -) TO	 302n
3402 +1
1? P TSCAP (LC C) .F	 t)	 ;0 TO 3021
Go - 0 302
3023 C. =')':1 7V!17
C..... 23
Z% (^ P3CAL (iSC) .'' .. 1
	
3034
R','=i NDY5 (DU° ".Y)
-.	 (? K. ;'	 PFI (*,SC)	 3031
_....... PA YLCAD OK
F:1 =7 tiDY r, (DUK "Y)
T- (' N. G'?• pr•c (TT)	 TO	 3031
I^3(LSC,:')-y0': (L 3C, N) +1
G •.)	 ^ 7	 3 n. 3 2
3031 I^ (L 3C,tt) =10 (LSC.,N) 	 1
31.32 '?:.(	 ")=:'^L(L3C,5) +1
1r
	
3 /l 3 S3^30 ,; ti ="5Y5(^7'0Y)
rr (::i. L-. ?3F (=?))	 13	 "'C	 3130
T	 ^ /`	 =T
C... C°yI: =?	 ° 'CC VE=TO
3 .136 l) .7
	
)	 (I SC,',;) +1
-PL' ( LSC ,''i ) = -P:.F (LSC,:I) + 1











	 )"F	 1107	 PLAC3	 PAYLOAD _'.' 	 DD3I3i.D 131631
(;:1. L7. PJS (:1))	 ;?	 *0	 3(141
.7 (LS%,G) = ! 0 (L_C,\) +1
GC - 0 3C43
3,`41 C l	 •::LT°
3043 :'L ( L SO	 12 L  L 3C	 1) +1
L!C,::) =7 F'1 (L --- C	 14) + 1
IM 70 3020
1 3040 CO : 7 7 —IE
I139
C......... P'A WNFS '11'T' CHECK O[!" OK
:F (3 N. L:' . ?Cn (")) ('sA 'r0 30148
IO (LSC,`:) =_n (LSC, S) +1
304? MIT I':t1?
C..... ...07C.:5E ?3CQVFa:'D
:0?WZ:,':) = 7 0F (LSC,'+) +1
IP`:? (LSC, J) =::?NF (LS_- , 10 + 1
;0 TO 3020




R.1-? YDYS	 J:1 MY)
:?('.!'.L?.FiS( '_°C)) 3 01	 C A057
? ,j F I;DY5(DUI^'?Y)
K=0
Ii ( -z	 -E. PPL !? (T: )) K=1Em= J NDYS (DUMMY)
ZF (' N. ;7.717-:':?P (T—)) 	 ;C' .v 3051
!1 :I=E NUYS ( 3U!:", Y)
:F V. h ..; 7 . ?C' (::) ) 33 -0 30 51
C.....CO-:1=?3R .'??C0VL ED
7 (K . 3^. i,) G') '"0 352
3 L ; As _ -ACQU'-'2:D
GO_3 3053
3152 PL(:.5C,':) =??L (I SC, 1) +1
3 0 ? 3	 W3C,::) -;F`?F (t SC, :') +1
G l) :0 30210
345	 C r?'•: j."LT:.
N. I''. PC  (::)) GO 7 0 3055
3151	 (1, 57,::)_:^(?.:C,:)+1
30 :O 3)43
3055 'C:' ( L SC, ':) =2 )? (L SC, N) +'1
:30 = 3 3'43
_.......?AYLCAD :UVC^=0:13 OK
....3 27
3057 CO "T J:
?N= NDYS (D[TM'IY)
1.- ( N. ;:. DCMJ? (? _)) G0	 3060
I!I=s::DY5 DUN"Y)
IF (' N. G,2 :1'F (::) ) GO 70 3062
-	 LSC,ir)=IAp(LSC,:i)+1
(LSC, 9) = ?P`IF. (LSC NO +1
(LFC,::) =: _D L (L SC, :I) +1
3035 C ;," IYU^	 -
NOS ( L ^C,::) =NOS (L SC, ';) -1
C
C	 3`:D 0F 5 1 1 C 5S?UL LAUNCH SEQUENCE
139
C.. • • • • • •. 2 1	 Dil r^,S	 `I0 r	CHECK	 OU-	 OK
-	 Fca=R NDY5 (Dilrlly)
I; (3 No L:'. POR ( -T) )	 GO	 TO	 3048
C......... 038t 'F' NO T 	 T: E,:OVERED
IO (LSC,`I) =It? (LSC, Y) +1 1




:......... ORE 11 F,F.	 ?3COvER ED
I0?(LcC,11 ) =';;OP. (LSC,N1 +1
I 	 MR (L SC, ;+) =IP'R F` (LSC, :') + 1
30 TO	 :3020







N. LT	 PPS (L SC ))	GO	 TC, 3057
DO E S	 M r)-7	 FUNCT--70N
?17=^--NsDY5(DU['+..,IY)
IF(P N.GE. PPL T? v (T_))	 K=1
T7 (_ r; • ^^• ?P::RP (T_=) 	 0	 :'C	 3050 "	 ,a
r tl =c NDY^(DU11:1Y)
?F (	 N	 3	 P0:	 (1=))	 30	 "'0	 3051
C..... C? 3_':R	 :'. ECuVf cEP.
S C
T.: (K . 3'"	 0)	 Go	 -O	 3.052
WINS	 .-
± oLR ( t SC , I) = TP' 2 (LSC, Y)+ l
r	 GJO^:—D 1 3053 a3052	 _?L(LSC,N) = 1 ?L (ISC,N) +1





x	 C..	 . 	 U DES :.CT	 RETUuN ^ D	 OR a;^_'E R `.	 1
.=2 N D y 5 (D IYMY) =	 x
T,F (it N o I-- 	 ^03 (:_))	 GO	 "n
	
3055
3051	 '^ (L s ,'I) =T_^',(L:p'C,N) +1
3 0 : 0
	 3043
3055	 T0' ( LSC,!+) =L02 (LSC,!I) +1G0 -2 0	 304 3 1






	 ^_I .......	 2E-ji:.NS	 OPB-` c
1: (? N. G. 	 ?CE (Il) )	 G0	 TO	 3062 1
C.....r13BL T_r.3	 °iCOVrc?3D a
_	
T,^^(LSC, I) = I q? (LSC,'N) +1
t? x. (t SC E N) _ r ?:•]F (LS', t.) +1
'?':,(LSC,H)=IPL (LSC,	 ) +,1
30.35	 CO. N7I INU^	 -
;;OS ( LSC,:I) =Nos (LSC, N) -1
C
C	 SKID OF SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH SEQUENCE
I
140
GC 7 0 2() 7 9
3060 COT17 IHUE
C .... • .	 ? :'1	 D11F, c	 N; OT	 . S T UR:i	 TO	 0213,TER
RY=R N D Y 5 ( DU.I-'iY)_
T	 (-, N. LT. POr (IT.) )
	 GO	 -0	 3063
3062 IJ (L SC,'1) = Z0 ('-!;C , ?1) +1
i0 TO 3064







C END	 Ov	 LA i1P1CF SECUF:1t•'F 1





FAC= FLO.' T (:!—"'+ 1)# T C:. c
DO	 3070	 LSC=i,^A:ti?.;
C(i,LSCrY	 )=ILA(LSC, ?1) *LCS1 (LSC,,N)
C (2, LSC,r
	
) =,F'L (-T SC, N)	 SCC3T (L S, 	 'I	 +r PLR (LSC,`+:)^UCM #	 01#^. i2	 S^ CS	 S. (LC
	
1) ^R^ AC
<(?,15C, u	)=C(1,LSC,id	 )+C(2,LSC, *r
DO 3071	 K=1,3
T,-(C (K, LSC,.i




	 ) .LT	 A1•.. (K,LSC)
	 rl.'V(ii,LSO=C (K, LSC,:
	 )S:J::C (K, LS
	 ,	 ) =C1t	 ( K , L S C, ,. )+C(K,LS , ^1	 )




3070 C r) F" T ^;riS
^
j	 11 Di 3090	 f;=1, 3t
A	 (? .
DO 3191 L3C=1,4A7LSC
3091 - A=A+ 	 C(K,T
S11ti
	 = (K,N) =SU ,CT (K,?J) +r is
3090 SU:?9C-(K,N)—Sur:5' _ (K,,")+,1a#)
C
DO	 3072 K=1, 3
DO	 3 0•, 3 	 LSC=1,'•?A','LSC
( K , N	 ) +C (K,LSC, N	 )
3073 CON- iNUE
T o (• i (K, ,,	 )	 LT	 A IT (i`)) A .1 m ({) =CT (K, 11
307 2 CO.,^ T'aU
C..... ^2 9
3088 C0
DO 4 000 J=1,9
IT_=n
DO 4 001 LSC = 1„ 1AXLSC
4001 !I=I I+1MONT (LSC, Ii,J)
Si9'MJ (J', F) =SUi1J (J, F) +Ii
- S UM sJ (J,!) =SUMSJ-(J,y) +j,7#*2





	 • SI1 r. = l i q2
40pn Cl V_ - ':GF
DO 4 009 '-'SC = 1,'9 10C
Z_= T LA (LSC,N) .
S t ► "LA (L5C,Y)
	 (LSC,'I) ♦ II
SUPS LA (LSC, fl = SU:ISLA (!.SC,!!) *1i ++ 2 .
17 (: I. a". "I AX I) :I = '1AY ±^
iJ=:I+1
PLA(iJ,LSC,^1)=PLA (:J,LSC, `) + 1 
"LA (L SC, N ) )	 MLA (LSC, .I, 	 *..
S'1'1?L	 C	 N') =SVMPI. (L:;C
	
r'








	 J,LSC,.i)*1(_	 L	 ..
400Q C 14''1= :'TUE
AIIPV = AS:V+CT (3,5) *PV? (:I)
9()0 2 C0"- I': OF
C
C M 	 L 0 0 F
L




	 :C	 CTSK	 AND CIEAP	 3160«AGE
(2)^.^..^b?'PV
9091 CI'I"I;U:
••- % D,	 2
L
C







CS'	 r (K)	 (d)-s?Y" (K))/I.O:Ni
DO	 401^ 	 1, ^ ^=1 , :iA rLSC
CST- (K,LSC)- (`.P:X (K,LSC)-A'".N (K, LSC) )/
	 CIYT401 CJ:I^ '^ tTL
r
LOOP	 BACK	 OVER DATA S_O!:^D ON
	 DISKC
DO	 500	 TIP=1,'tAVO





TF (CS-T- (K) . ;r.. 001)	 GO TO 4032
DO 4033
tO3Te V::' 1	SO n	CSC
1 (:;' F) ...?v' (;;y'}i) 	Ds	11:) 1.	a= (:;'a) _a	S[
4.1 v	/(:.'A'L ;'q ll'J- (tl' 0 v^.
E't=X ESGr	is
v(:::i.:\vJZSJh
( (t;'r)3N	(t;'r) M4 [IS) A:i-1	(t.'r)	:Cs :.






3t1 :;. ^:; 1;3ISGh ^7
((K'.OS1' x)u S Zk' (h'^^•i'V).• C.•. 1!5) A.: lI





















F 005 :1:. Of	(L OjO	It	AI:SC) sS




3QN;-t.G:)Stoll 1+ (h V0 .id= h 'I' Y) W
-t.-u1.=! (..IJV 1'I•.^'	:) i. t= l	lG•CS • :)	1
SEGn OaZEOh
Lf.Gn	V.: 01




MLA( LFC,N)= S3`!LA (L3C,1) /AMA Y°.
S:CL A (LFC,';) = J V (S'1MiLA(L-z C.-1) ,!".LA (LSC,Y) )
HI'L(LSC,:+) :c.JMFL (L:iZ,%)/,,I AT.
S - D', L (L?L.', ::) = 0F:V (S'1.1Si L(LSC, 41) ,M?L (LSC, 11) )
405u Cl)•:"-MUE
06 (N C)I:":'1U°
!+ ? V= S!1"".!'V/A.^Ay7
I T C?V=DEV (SU:SS?V,:4?V)
.................




3': i,L M? V
2	 ,P_",9PL,!2L,.°+:'JPL,A"11,CSi:,!"\.{L SC,DF
DIN: NS ON LA REL (j,9),LAD:L(3,S)
RcAL AM1 (i,5) ,CS:I (3,5)
PZAL PE(25, 3 ,25),ME(4,25),57 7)%(9,25), A!T(3),C ,3TIT(3) 2(3,5,40,25)
?-.11 - (3,2`i).STD-(3,25),":c:(3, 5, 25),S^_IDCST(3, 5,25),FLA(25,5,25)
P2AL "? T (5,25) ,S':D:-)L (5,25) ,??V (43)
? 1 .AT. .".LA ( 5,25) ► "TC:.A (5,25) ,i (3, 40 25) , 2PL (25, 5,25)A:{ F= «A ±2
D-) 511 LSD=1,';A7: S-
U) gill '.1=1,''1"!:
ll^ 511 v= 1,M.T(ill ? L(-M,LiC,::)=:'?L (1.I<<^`)/ ar-
511 ?:.:s(rt,I.Sr ,?1)	 ('!,LSC,	 Z
D^ l ior: . = 1, 3
:sEAJ (5,1701) (i:tiP1L(K.=).= =1. ")
10^ 1	 t'i A7 (9A 4)
Do U44 :1= 1 , ! 1:!:!
DO 444
Do 502 LAC=1,1AY.LSC
444 ^^ (, , 
	
= c'T (d,':C,.v) / r r._'









999 ?)S l A" (1 1)
WR .r E (A,7'3C)
700 FO R.'-', A- (20: ' ,' -vz-A EL:SH.1rNT





1 SYSI EK C?
d -7 :T r ( s; , 10 02)
1002 -)S.'1AI (/1
9r, I: L (5, 7 12)
W?'."1: (F, 1 nn2)





703 ?^1.1! A'. (2^?,' P!.CF ADZL:TY OF 14DICATE7 QUANTITY' )
WoZ'E(h,71^)
C
DO 3 I:=1 , M' 1
*_:!!T -':+ 1
J=I+ 1
3 't I: £(6, 7 0 u ):, (I F(J,X,N),K=1,9)
704 T O P."A,T(1::,113,9?,9F11.3)
C
W:l >: (6,705)
7n5 ?OF" AT (17F,' LAUt'Zli I ,05Y,' ADD- - • 1 054	 AD 	 05:{,'A LDIT	 05a,
"	 1	 ':?AC£C£hFT', O1.t,I BOOS T. MRSI ,03:!,'O1':ZT:FS'r03.'.,	 08Y,'SEAC.i
2..: A: '"' )
W?-,r a (F,73^,)
706 F7? :• 1,., (1 ,i ;^^ 1 ^. -.:.":PT3' , 0 3:', 1 BOC'S7 1,iS' , 03%,'0F,B--: j ' r03:•:,' P"S''ux'
r	 1'.rQti'c Lnl ,3:{,'errt,Z12.' ,Ors.,' Tt2FU3e. I ,C4X,' FI UFS.' .04X, 1 A: FUEL
W?I-E (6,707)
707 °0?'' T (3 1i ', I 'EQC?EZD', GX- 	 F.EQUI ?:D',03X,':tEQUIFrI"
W?=- F: (6,71:1)
70A ?073A" ( 1 I*", I F.:?FC"ED' )
7 09 °J° ♦i;^. (^1::,'.'111~8`'n', `-- ,9:'11.2)
710 71 W3 n'" (01 ::,' 3T D. CF7. ' ,02.",9:1 1.2)
C
C
^0 1 K=1, 3
ZK	 !i"I" (K)
A li7K = P^? (K)
W 'I E (6,'99)
aiT-h (6,'C0)
W- :7 Z ( 6, 1	 2)
WRITI -j 1,,711) (LAB ;i (K, T) ,:=1r9)
W-, I; E (F, 10')2)
71 1	 (2L i,' p 3oj:A° T L::Y ')r . y D_Ch:lD ', 9n4)
W.. ^ V (u, 12)
..	 P ♦. —(n r••r 1^'l:,t!', .1 y 1	 ♦ 91 	 04	 1:L L:0 NS I / Ulj .' 'CF U.L:. n.4S)')
DO 44
A = 1,V '? K+!'CK
9=A.*i T K + J * C K




921 °iic''. A" (^2 ,' YS1: ' , 13X, 1029)
6? Iii (6,1 002)
713 ?0?.::A (1:•: , 1=7.2,'---' 1:7.2,6v,11 T S. 3)
714 F7":•1 AT (C5'• 	 ' "EC"_'^.0 C(S .:',0 i.t, 10r3.1)
W:1:7-(6,715) (^:D'(l',12),:.=1,•"•1X:7)









1r(DE'7C.:,."2.0) GC -',- 5
DO 500 K=1,3
D) 500 LFC=1,.lA)--SC
voi4	 CK=: S-: (K , Ls :)
A K =A  hl (K, I. SC)
W^ T-T Z'(6,999)
(6,70 1)
W R --T F ( tv , 1 C O 2)
W - :7 L (6, ? 1 1) (LAb -L (K , I)	 LS C
911 FC F ` kT (20 /,'  )?OE AB:T. 1: - y O F T D --CA'l"ED ' , 3 A4, 1:2
1 0 C 2)
W? :7 E(6,71 2)
Du 511
: = J- 1
A= A.< + 7 *C-,
B;x AK +J*CK




 ri (6, ; 21)- (N,N= 1 MIA MIN)
WT':' (6, 100 2)
WE:- (6,71 4)
 MS, (K , I SC, N)	 1 AA ;N)
(ST:)CS - (K
50C CLS !!7 VI 'J F
5 CO	 N U
C
D^ 5 10 LS C- I






1 -) 0 2)
W - 	 E (6,716) L-SC
4= - 7 - ((:, 1 OC2)
716 FOt"" sk °' (40'",'	 TYPE	 113)
WF-- F. ( 6 ,7 1 6)
716 F e) - -; AT (1 -0 " , 1 -) V ^B AR!L: 77 0
	 :..i LTc.k r .- D LA UNC H ;,__.x- r
W- 77 F (6, 1 '1 0 2)
W;A	 E (6, 7 1 '1)
719 F 3
	 A- ( r. 2 -- , 1 QUAN 7
- 
:T'i
DO 51 2 v = 1 , X! 1
-=Sr -M + 1
j=-r+ 1
W.F. ---. E(6 720):,
 (P L A (J , :-SC ,	 1	 A0)
720 
	 Q?:: AT (13X, 1 12, 1017 , 10F5. 3)
512 C0!;7 :' I II r
W -, :7 L (6, 11) 0 2)
72 1 FO F si A'. (02 X , I y r_j r-. 1 ,116 % , 1016)
.F?, E (f), 1 '102)
wt. .7 -
- ^ (6,7 22)
 CIL A (LS	 N) ,V-1,  M A:'.
722	 A- (3::, 1 :, X PEC - Ef) 	 3 -, I NUM rl -7 F
	 5(, 1 OF 6 2
WSR T E (f 7 2 1)  ( '3	 LA (L C I I,' ) 1 )4 = 1, m A s
723 QO	 k - (3':,' S T. D. DEV.	 2 X , 10? 6 . 2)
510 CON.'TVIF
RLTRODUCIBILII'y OF 'rHE
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 POOR
146
1




WIIT L(6, 1 002)
WR7'E (6,7 1^6) -SC
w r,1 • 1•, (6, 1 OC1)
WR17E (6,725)
'1 25 -OrM AT (1^v,' ? -2AB'_Li'='1 0? :iDICA -.'ED SPACECP.AF. F.EQUIRZD' )
,JR I?°(6,71°)
DO 6 12 t'= 1 ,' 1
".^ -!i * 1
J= T_• I
VP 17E(6,720)I, (P r-L(J,LSC,':),*4 1,AAX!))
612 CO:J" TSUH
W-. -IT E(6,721) (`:,1'=1,°A:{:1)
Wt ST'E (5, 1002)
WFI"E(6,722) (°PI. (t3C,S),:;=1,`AXN)
W?:TE (6,723) (.-:r)?L (:.SC ,N) ,''=1, N,AXN)




Did 3 ^^ :1! = 1 , :iC-'
900 P'I V( `I^) =D PV ('10)
W •"1TT F	 ,. ) 9)
uF_T•E (6,700)
WFIT:: (6,7^1)(6, 1 )12)
W`:"%(6,720
72i► c1'?M17(1.^r^17o`eEaT VA-Ut',13 Y,'PRJbABIL:TY O	 :`.+DICATED')
Wt'I'°E(6,72')
727 °C:: AT (1^Y,' (''II.L_O!1F CIF DOLLAPS) ' ,05:•:, PF::SENT VALUE OF CO3T' )
^i?I E (6,72F) D_
729 F07  AT (3, ,1. ,' P:SC0 11%' HA ='










W°2' E (5, 100%)
799 FOr`: .'(1C.',1Fr,.2,'--I,1FS.2,lb-^, 1F5.3)
WR: -- (6 7'i0) "! V
790 70Ra'AT (1(''•:,'.^. ?ECTED ?V' , 19X, 1F8.2)
RJR: 7-'. (6, 7 .)1) :' : DPV




1	 A-:LI>,`.1Y\, AXF13,MAXLSC	 ,a FS	 ,FF13,SUMLA,5U:;5LA,i1LA,
2 "PL,SUMC,S'1'1SC,PLA,SU`1J,SUISJ,PE)
!'F AL	 3U;9?L (5, 25) , IS 'IMS rL ( 5,1:,) ,P (3, 5 , 4 0 , 25) ,2PL (25, 5, 25
1) , ?_" (3,43,25) ,?PV (40)
RFAL SUrJ (9,25),SU"SJ (9,25),PF (25,9, 25)
REAL
	 PFE (10, 25) ,	 27-5 (5,25) , SU;1LA (5,25)
PEA', S11vISLA(5,25),SU,+C(3,5,25),3TISC(3,5,25),PLA(25,5,25),,M:..A.(5,25
3	 ) , !PL (5, 25)
r
pn 51C L:=1, 10








00 ?:1 3 L:'C=1,5
5 I 'M? L (_SC, :) =I
S  MS PL (LS',N) =0S
S'J'".; IA (L5C,N1 =0
KLA(L-C N) =f1
MPL(LF, C, J) =11
C
D^ 9'14 t;=1 3
DD 2113 L=1,4
2015 ?2V(L)=,?
2315 P- (K , =,'1)
2013 P(K,LS,,C,:.,;)=1


















SUJ40U T_IN F A L I : T 2 (Cn?T,
1 MA':LSC,N'.-L5,P'.A::r,'_::,SCC:5T, T— C ST, :La,Z8,=13 c:, I? L, 13,:0F.rI?M,=?L?,
2 '_'?°c3,	 VCCP,
	 `;?AIL,ZS,iSS)
REAL ICS'_^ (i,25) x 1077 (5,25)
T1J"F3-r— :X 01 ) ,:LT, (5,25) ,1V,
 (5, 25) , TBR (5,25) ,i?L (5,25) ,15 (5,2i)
110:'.(5,25) ,I^?: (5,25),1PLF(i,25),I?:i '?(i,25), NOJ^ (10,25),.;;A11 (5,20).
2	 T:; (5,2?) ,'S, (1 u, 5, 20)
9FAL 3C:C:;;: (5,25)
DO 42^ LSC=1,5













3: F	 S Z
-.9 F( L SC,") _0
1pL(1:"C,.,;) =0
_0 (L SC,';)  = 0
V)F ( L.-C, N) =0
LPL (I Fc, !:) =0
200?
DO 3 ^ 1 2  L S = I , 1





N FA^- L (1-Sc , 	 =0
DJ 2 011  1 0
2011 :f's( L-7 LSc , %1 ) =0
2010 co !.* ,7 1 u
E.;
2	 k-I	 ?T, ::Al-C,A,-	 CAL:,,3	 A*IA**IC,,;t'l"LC,--.t'-!C,CAL'-C,7.,:c:is,iasc4p,?rs,pas,-''.-ii,!
-., ps:^F,-GS,3- F . . .?^ 11 ,	 PCN.; , Df-., C ETC)
P F Al- CAL:. (1C•)
- Z% L P P.! :1 (1 ^)
RE—' LM- 5 ` 0 4f ,c)
t LA l-
:iF AL	 10) A	 (5 l C) CA,.L,: (5, 1	 ppr: (5) PB6 10
1	 L"'S 0	 73"? ( 1	20S (1C) rCdC F ( 1 0)	 0) PoR ( 1 0) Ppmc(ic..)
TIE G, 2 n cl 7
	 5
Er AL PP!^F :) (10)
DO 7 V0 !S= 1, 10
DO '7 01 `:=1, 2 5
701 T'l S7 : ( L3, "', =0
Do 700 LS(7=1,5
700 » E k'l :,.* ( L S , L 7, c ) =
DO 702 -'SC=1,5 ---
702 1 B M 7 Y (L
D') 703
D ,-) -7 0.1 V-1 ,5
A ^'Tl F (! 3, : u) 5
5-A'+  Ul (7-i ; ,, \1) =
703 A! :A L (I.:>, " 11)     =5.
0(' 1 4 -1 !- 1, 1I




ST A•DS  (LS)	 0
A M FA N q (LS) =5.0
A M V C (LS)
A,1 VI C (111)
jP-,(LS)=16
704  C ? I , (L51  = -? 0 1
Do 7 05 ` 1' = 1, S
An AY is ( " 3)
A`. ?R 3 (G S)
C A. B	 1.)
7c,5 C () la IL''  IF
vv K=O.
PL MTN M x 0
jr-M =16
CAI.? =GO.
DC	 7 LS C
0
A v AF L (L S C T
	
1, c ('-'s c	 -F)
T PTL C G SC	 16
CA LL C, ( 1-3 C 	=9^.
707 CO.7 ll'U:l
D r,, 7 C, q L Z
DC 'Or s.:= 1 2
7C5 Lt ciS(L;=,U)=1
Dr, 7 10 L , C 1
on ?-- A 9 ( ,.,z Z ) =
710 P -2 S (I S C) = 1 0






p o F ( TE)
pp,!:t ( Z)
p P m? (7, E)
?p y:  F r E)
?PL'.? (1Z)
D,:) 712 LF C	 5
712 MAY (t- SC) = 10





DO	 1 OM3 ?.B = 1 , MAX LB
Rc:L = A (°,A	 T9: (LP,Hi) , AMFAINL(:.a,aii) ,S2AlDL (13,N5) )
1003 A=A•fiFL
Z: (1:. rC. l)	 GO	 TO	 1002
I' ('ELB("B,tJ-1)..;T.1.F-50)	 FF ti (N n ,t.) =1 . - RE" B(I'D ,':)/ p LL3(NB,J	 1)
10-,1 2 CO :1T I'1 U F
C
C:
DO	 1011	 • S=1,,*!AR:..S
RE IS (LS,:'•) =	 (^,AMT 33 (I.5) , A'EAt:S ('r 3), S T ANDS (LS) )
TF(`:.°0.1)	 30	 '0	 in
--('E'S('3,N-1)
	
5:1)	 ?FS(LS,1J) = 1.-3ELS(L 3,	 RELS (LS ,N-1)
1001 ZOO lNUz
E!; D
SUr30 "IT INi	 N0SAT (t:A.T	 "Y., l:i DE::;'.,-Ti:DE:{:. , MMAT	 4 ::A1
i'::'=GEF	 UEt1^J^
I:1T2G I ' ; *2	 T:;DEx	 (m:mT)
Ot+/;':J!/CCs'_' (5,
70``10`:IIVJ N C I./"I; r, SA: (5) ,T-CS:
CO""	 I/DETiUG
z CO••PUTCS 7HE	 F'.",:	 :2 C.- SAT::LL:i-E S I? ,Y?S J TJ L;Ll':ZH
C : V THE	 G:VE`	 _t: ?UT	 YEA r
C
c COST.	 7:7AL COS:	 OF S/C )F	 YPE - ::1	 Yc0 J
C :'SFN:.	 1:U "ir"2	 Or	 ScK!, r}?	 :Y?ZS
C 1 SA T•	 11'13EF	 CF	 S/C :Yr	 S
4Ycft?::	 :'U`lBF3	 OF	 Y_A^S TO	 LO')K AE-TAD
C •j77 'M' ►titX
	 F).R	 IHE	 CUF.FE.iT	 YEAR.TUmi
or	 SL:Tlscc	 o	 " v F'c	 I	 0;'	 S/C	 0:	 7Y1;3	 J
C D L'° ..	 D::!!A`:D	 F CR	 ::.°_':SC?	 OF	 'TY?i	 I	 I:J	 YSF.R	 J
DU-? U T'---
1	 C 2:U`SA7::	 `iIt';BFE	 3'	 S/C	 0:	 TYPE	 I	 20 LAUXC	 FOR	 :HE	 CUFF:.:::	 Y	 AF.
_
TCC,S-:.CCST 0?	 LA ITT:CF:I! 3 THE	 TO-AL	 KUt:P=F. CF	 3/C
C
NT 1 .1	 P•=1:71f.F-1
C
C ZAP	 :".ATRIX.
DO 1.: 7.A?= 1 , "M A'"
DO 1J^M?=1,It;A".'
1
r :1AT.j I X: ( 7 ZAP,JZAP) =0.0DO
C 1%:ITIALIZE	 T_Iy DEY.	 FOR	 P^ii	 AND COLUMN	 VA:'_ABLbS
C
DO 2J COL = 1 ,':M AT
2 'Y D2 X: (JcoL) =JCOL
151










y--OL = J;OL 1
JCOL 2= T_Y '*NS	 !: Y'—A3JC.:L 3= .IC's L 3
— :1:: -!J
I l i
	 1= YM *ti c;-Z
DO 90	 3





".AT'? Z:^ (I30 ri 1 , JCC? 21 = 1 . ^DOC





10 J=CL 3 = JC:?L3+ 1
1 '!A^.? I° (. 7 0 W 1,jCCL3) =-1.000
C DF.M.AI;D
	 £O	 SC:4Sl1F.SC
20 !S:► T: I^:(T^0,r1^N7!A")=-D?y(ISE!'
	 °..:1"3)
JCCL 4 =r:C;)L
-ICOL 4 =J^:^ L u+ 1
C
C S/^--S?JSJ' FcL%^.=G IS `1=?
MAT!!	
,JCOL4) =-°A: (IS--i, i5::)c
IF (_S
	 1) 70, 7(.1 , SOL
C COST F OR .3/C
7Q MA








C HL'ti	 S7,IPL°X ALGQ:tIT'H,%j
C
200 CO JT Z4 (1r
CALL	 ?VS?L3 (KAIpI »,!"""Ai,v;1A-,I°Od,JCOL1
































	 TYP::DETERMINE THE TCrAL LA6I NCH CJS.SC
300 D0313Z^h:'=1,'l^A^310 HUMS A'" (*_' a ?) =0
DO333!^!(K:1,:!MP:
VC. Il	 1•.A" (:" D )	^=^'?A"F"r.(:C	 K, +.Ai) r.4;0Ca




901 !m Is A.-
nETU ?"
3V3F.L9 =5-C^









































MA IS AI: P. CY N R°AL D^rU3L:-??r^IS;GN
P ES jA 
LVYI
V'OI T S `1^" •`! -C' .n A'' B y PH;LI2 A3RA`:.MAY 1975 5Y R.




	 '_•ciw;i BAS:. ?CE (ZFOw,J^II!) . ► IRO^^6	 KIhCCL, GAZE ^OF. (-`:.:;:,JCO1)










-1.D-30, 'THE!1 1. D-30
6 VALUE
L	 2,4 (0, 1)
	 ALD2 (M)
L	 3"3 (0, 1)	 ADOR (!1)L	 14"1(o,1)









L 3,0(0,3) N 0380
BC-F 3,0 N-1 0390
S P 7,7 IN%:X 0400
L R 11,3 N- 1 0410
.4 R 10,2 0420
L 8 , = r	 p 0430	 •
L r 3,11 (N-1) 0440
32 1 1, 2 (N-1) *i-fl!	 ('1-2) *M, 0450A LL 11,3 (N - 2) * 8 C460
L E 10 , 2 N 0470
5 F 5,5 tl 1 113% 0 W 0480
S LL 10,3 m*9 0490
5C-.q 2,1 M-1 0500
S R 6,6 M TIN -' 0 L 0510
LP 9,2 m-1 0520
3LL 2,3 (M- 1)
 *3 0530
S LL 3,3 N-1) *3*1 0540
A7 2,4 °ASS 0550AF 3,04 EASE 0560
",00 M -2 0570
D 0,=D' 9.799£5^' MI,I 0580
tr
S L L 9, 3 (M- 2 ) *8 0510
0600
: NCP 0,9 06100620D010 J D 0,0	 3) MIN	 VS.	 MAT 0630
BL EN D 10 06401. ? 5,7
0650LD 0,0(7,3) 0660END10 9 X L 3 7 , 6, Do 10 0670
0680
D P,=Dl 01 :F
0090
07,1 0
3SL 30	 '7 0	 MAI;	 ELS-7	 DO	 2 n	LOOP
	
E	 F-;; ,UHN. 0710
L 12,12 (rl ,l) kc:) 072U
L? 7,5 FOR:PA-,	 Fol' .1. 0730
' ;FL '7,3 0-440
A 7, 1 (0,?) 075G
7, 0  (C. , 12) T RO W 0 763
L D 4, =D	 -1.  e- 330 0770
L D !1,=D' 9.99'+550' =`i 0740
6 , f, T I D E'! 090
a 7,7 1 , 3 L 0 ^ 00




-1-D-3)	 VS.	 MAT	 (I ROW , J.141-1)
OF50
0860q L ° '1D20 0870LD 6,0 (6,2) MAT 0880DD 6,0(6,5) /AAT	 (!?Cw,imi.;) 0690Z D :1 6,0 0900B N L D 2 0 0910L 7,6
'JCO'"'	 = JMll-	 STORED BELOW 0920LDF 0,6 MIN = VALUE 0930END20 A XLE &,10, D020 0940L 12,16 (C, 1) ADDF	 (J- CL) 0950AR 7,10 CONVEF7	 ',ICCL'
	 TO	 FORTRAN
	 YCEl. 0960SR 6,6 0970
0 -mono k-
154
DR 6, 10 JCOL/ (M*8) 0980
ST 7,0 (0,12) JCOL 0990
« 1000
L„ 14,12,12(13) 1010
8R 14 RETURN 1020
t 1030
R 1040
"AX LD 2,=D'-9.990E5C' 1050
S3 7,7 M;NCOL 1060
SR 6,6 1 ND EX 1070
« 1060
* iU3v
CNO ? n,P 1100
Do 11 C. :; D 2,0(6,2) 1AK	 VS.	 MA T 	(N,J` 1	 ) 1110
?:i E'ID110 1120
LR 7,6 PIINCOL 1 13 0
LD 2,0(A,2) MAK=MAT (M,J "iS) 114v
END113 3XLF f,, iG, DO110 1 150
* 1160
* 117V
ZD 2,=D'()' MAX VS.	 0 1180
a 1 `:O?F GRE.ITLR:	 GO	 0'. 1196
SF 0,0 ELSE	 IRJi,JCOL=Or AND	 RE:Ue5 1200
L 2,12(0,1) ADDR	 (Z'Od) 1110
L 3, 1(. (0, 1) 1)DR	 (J	 CL) 1220
ST 0,0 (0,2) IR01W=O 123C





FIORE S L 7, MII;CO'- 113c
AR 7,1G CONVEFT	 MINCOL :0	 FO?TEMN FORM. 1300
S=. 6,f 1310
OF 6,1C 1320
_ 12,10 (0,1) ADDR	 (JCOL) 133C
LD O,=D' 9.99?	 50' 'I I': 1340
LD 4,=D'1.E-30' 1350
ST 7,1 (0, 12) JCOL 1360
S? 7,7 I`:DdK 1370
57 5,5 ' IR:1d' 1380
1 6, "ISCC'L 1.$90
EF 5,3 -6 =	 F03TRAM ZE20 1400
A.R 6,4 ;INCOL
	 +	 ADD?	 (ZA,)	 BASE
	
120 LOOP 1410
00120 -- D 4,0(7,6) 1.F,-30	 VS.	 FIAT	 (_M1',',JCOL) 1410
9I? EID120 143C
LD 6,0(7,3) MAT 1440
DP 6,0(",b) /	 M9?	 (I.": T V,JCOL) 145C
_rF 6,0 VALUE	 V5.	 13I:1 1460
511 L 'ID420 1470
LF 5,7 'IFOW' 1480
L D? 0,6 CIN=VALUE 1490
END120 3'{LE 7,1,DC120 1500
53L 5,1 CONVERT	 IROW :'0 FORTRAH FGR!! 1510
A 5,1 (0,5) 1520
L 12,12 (0,1) ADDZ	 (iBCW) 1530














STM 14, 12, 12 (13)
«
*	 SUJ?CUT!NE PIVOTA	(MA^PI}:,'i,:f,IVDcX3,I:IDErI:,IFOir,JCOL)
?S AM	 M	 BY	 `f 	 = -AL 	 L'0'Jill F.-PFECIS.71.	 ARiiAY.
*	 I"ID37? (:".) AND	 1 %11)7	',;	 (f:)	 0L !IALFii08D	 If:'?,GeR	 ARRAYS.
«	 O r .tII ": LL° "-T" E l !	 IY.	 FC*.—'T A'I	 BY ?HIL:?	 A3RA"
«	 PRE5 NT	 VF a S_CII BY	 5.	 M.;.NST6.C'::9 4/31/75
DU'.t:(: ZYX;17_0* I. LOOPS:
*	 1 TI.D":" OF	 I^.OR,J?'.V
«	 2 '12^;i1 IVf:'i•	 LOOP	 ;.:C: .P:FST
*	 4 ADD: iSZ G?
*	 5 ":Dr?: '!iGi.^."E^	 ?rya	 :?=V,JCnL
*	 0 11;DFX ^r; IS=°a	 FO T.'	 IPiv,J2'V
#	 7 0!,TF,,F LOOP I:1 DE%
*	 P 0U-E3 LCO1	 _`Ib!EI!E.,NT
.3 7'U--? j,OO? LIM7'-	 (CHA	 GED 3Z":4:T':	 :'.i0 LOOPS)
1) :N I.F' LOOP !NCF'r 'I
*	 11 TV1" LOOP LO^i	 :.IyIT
12 ': N IrR LOO P -I10Z
* 13 -1 5	 II'fKAGF
«
R	 0 R Ec'_?




12,20 (C, 1) AD7R	 (IRCwi)
L 12,0(0,12) IRO 
BC' H 12,C I30I;-1
L  2,12
S LL 2,1 (!ROW-1) *2
I 3,12(^,1) ADD°	 (IIDF.X-')
L!1 0,0 (2,3) 1T4P=I:iDEKR (I 'Oii)
L 4,24(0,1) AC:)R	 (J; ,L
L 4,0(0,4) 1COL
FC-H 4,0 JC0	 -1
L R 9,4 JCol.- 1
ALL 4, 1 (JCOL-1) *2
L 5,1#')0,1) ADDS	 (INDE"(C)
1.11 6,C (4,5) I'ID-XC	 (JCJL)
F T:! 6, J (2, 3) I:ID
	
XR	 (IR ,1W) =IVDi:Y.0
	
(,1COL)
3TH 0111) (4 1 5) 1N0 EX C	 (JC0L) =ITHP
L 2,4 (0,1) AD.,)R	 (,M)
L 2,", 01,2) :1
LR 7,2 I1
+L', -7, 3 M*8	 OUTER	 LCOP I^iC?EMEYT
LF. 5,9 J COL -1
13 4,7 (JCOL-1) *y*9
ST 5,JCOLDASr

















































































































































































































































(M*9- !S► '8 !'COND OUTER LOOP LICIT
J COL - 2
(JCJL-2) * M
y
(JCOL-2) *1*8 FIRST OUTER LOOP LlrIT
OUTER L'JC? lSCR3i eM-
07TS3 LOC I? l;;0F?
:RJW-1
(USED AT -ND IN PIVOT AS51,;,%!E.iT.)
140d.JCOL INJEX
L3OW-2
(:ROW-2) *°	 LOW :'.':+E:? LOOP LIM:T
I IER LOC? INC RI-MENT
?i «g




IN1:E :i LOa? I:l:.c3stac:i?'
IPIV,JP:V REuIS.^F.
I3 (JCOL-1) = 0? :HEN !T'S AS EDGE
I1i32c. LOOP INDE4 7, G:STER
tiP.J = !l;tTR Y (I=JM,J?=V)
SIG41? -.CA:; LY ?OSILIVE
:iOTIONI':CA%TLI Y N::GATIVE
^".ZJ	 P.I:.I2
IS (I?Oe-1) =0?	 !HEN EDGE
MATRIX (I?IV,J? :V)
* ^RJn
T rRM :'.1 P.E;ISTER 4'
IY^.O 21ArR.r x (IPT-V,JPIV)
I:ICfiE"EVi (I?Iv,JCOL)
I1CREME 1 T (IPIV,JL:V)

























7,B 4 On;^E? 1


















































6,0 (1 , 4)
6 , = 1i 1 1.': -30^
M ^S^L R Jp
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